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Preface

As states and localities expand their investments in pre-kindergarten (pre-K) programs,
policymakers need to understand the cost, at both the provider and system levels, of delivering a
high-quality program. The expected per-child cost of a high-quality pre-K program may inform
the initial planning for or expansion of a pre-K investment, guide the mechanism for reimbursing
providers of the pre-K program, support estimates of the incremental cost of further quality
investments, and even identify the quality enhancements that are most cost-effective (i.e., those
with the largest return on investment).
As part of its Partnership for Pre-K Improvement (PPI) initiative, the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation sponsored the RAND Corporation to study the cost of high-quality pre-K
programming. The RAND study included three states—Oregon, Tennessee, and Washington—
that were partnering with the foundation under PPI. The Gates Foundation selected these states
for its PPI initiative partly because they had differences in program requirements (e.g., teacher
qualifications) that reflected some of the diversity across state and local pre-K investments.
Together, these three states are implementing four pre-K systems: Oregon Pre-Kindergarten,
Oregon’s Preschool Promise, Tennessee’s Voluntary Pre-K, and Washington state’s Early
Childhood Education and Assistance Program. The RAND researchers then selected three other
pre-K systems to include in the study, with standards and evidence of effectiveness as high as, if
not higher than, those of the PPI states. Those additional systems are Universal Pre-K Boston,
Michigan’s Great Start Readiness Program, and Oklahoma’s Early Childhood Four-Year-Old
Program. Including these other systems helped shed light on how much higher per-child costs
could go under higher-quality standards.
The objective of the study was to estimate the cost per child of a high-quality publicly funded
pre-K program in the United States at the state or district level, accounting for cost at the
provider level and at the system level (e.g., school district or state). The study was also designed
to help stakeholders understand the incremental costs associated with key program features of
high-quality systems. In Appendixes A and B, the authors provide additional details about
methods for cost data collection and methods for the data-based cost estimation and cost
modeling processes, respectively. In Appendix C, the authors discuss how they estimated perchild costs for several key quality components. In Appendixes D and E, the authors provide the
interview protocol for collecting cost data from providers and the system-level Excel tool,
respectively. The main report can be found online at www.rand.org/t/RRA252-1.
This report is based on research funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. The
findings and conclusions contained within are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
positions or policies of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. This study was undertaken by two
divisions of the RAND Corporation: RAND Education and Labor and RAND Social and
iii

Economic Well-Being. RAND Education and Labor conducts research on early childhood
through postsecondary education programs, workforce development, and programs and policies
affecting workers, entrepreneurship, and financial literacy and decisionmaking. Questions about
RAND Education and Labor should be directed to educationandlabor@rand.org. RAND Social
and Economic Well-Being is a division of the RAND Corporation that seeks to actively improve
the health and social and economic well-being of populations and communities throughout the
world. For more information, email sbp@rand.org.
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Appendix A. Methods for Cost Data Collection

In this appendix, we describe our strategy for sampling, recruiting, and collecting data from
state-funded pre-kindergarten (pre-K) programs in Michigan, Oregon, and Tennessee. We also
describe the challenges posed by the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic and the
modifications we made as a result of the pandemic to the sampling and recruitment processes.
Many schools and child care centers physically closed and transitioned to remote teaching and
learning shortly after data collection for our study began, which made it necessary to change our
process. We then describe the types of provider-level data that we collected to inform our
estimates of the per-child cost for each provider. Lastly, we describe our data collection approach
for system-level expenditures in Oregon and Washington. The data collection protocols are
included in Appendixes D and E.

Sampling of Providers
In the following sections, we describe the sampling process for Michigan, Oregon, and
Tennessee. In each state, our goal was to recruit 20 providers for the study.
Michigan
We received a spreadsheet from the Michigan Department of Education (MDE) that listed
610 Great Start Readiness Program (GSRP) grant subrecipients. The spreadsheet included such
information as the name of the subrecipient, the name of the subrecipient’s intermediate school
district (ISD), the provider type, and the total number of GSRP slots.
To develop our sampling frame, we divided the 56 ISDs into ten geographic regions, drawing
on a map from the Michigan Association of Intermediate School Administrators.1 We also
examined the provider categories in MDE’s spreadsheet, which were community college or
university, school district, Head Start grantee or delegate, ISD, nonprofit organization, private
for-profit organization, and public for-profit organization. We then analyzed how many
providers fell into each category within each of the ten geographic regions and used that analysis
to determine our sampling bins and the appropriate number of providers we should aim to recruit
within each bin. Our goal was to recruit a total of 20 providers.
Our sampling bins in Michigan included a target of 12 ISD or district-based providers, one in
each of eight regions and two in each of the two larger regions (see Table A.1). We also set a
target of two providers from each of the following four additional provider categories, in some
cases combining two categories because of small numbers of providers: nonprofit or public for1

A map of the ten regions can be found at Michigan Association of Intermediate School Administrators (undated).
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profit organizations, private for-profit organizations, community colleges or universities, and
Head Start programs. The majority of GSRP providers are operated by ISDs or districts, and thus
the majority of the targeted sample was school-based providers. However, the target samples are
not strictly proportional to the number of providers in each sampling bin because of our aims to
include at least two participants from each provider type and to include geographic variation
where possible. Table A.1 shows the distribution of completed cases across the sampling bins.
After determining the sampling bins, we randomized the list of providers within each bin
using Microsoft Excel’s random number function to determine the order in which we would
contact providers. Using the sampling frame described earlier, we generated a list of 20 providers
to whom we initially reached out for recruitment into the study. We expanded our outreach as
needed when initial sites declined or were unresponsive. Because the list provided to us from
MDE did not include contact information, we referred to a list of GSRP early childhood contacts
that was available on MDE’s website to facilitate our recruitment process.
Table A.1. Michigan Sampling Target and Completion Counts, by Category
Provider Type

Region

ISD- or DistrictBased Provider
Target N
(completed N)

1

1 (0)

2

1 (1)

3

2 (1)

4

1 (0)

5

1 (1)

6

1 (0)

7

1 (1)

8

1 (1)

9

1 (0)

10

2 (1)

Nonprofit or
Public for-Profit
Organization
Target N
(completed N)

Private for-Profit
Target N
(completed N)

2 (2)
2 (2)
(across all regions) (across all regions)

Community
College or
University
Target N
(completed N)

Head Start Program
Target N
(completed N)

2 (2)
(across all regions)

2 (2)
(across all regions)

Table A.2 shows the total number of providers who were invited to participate in the cost
data collection and the disposition of each case. We invited 37 sites to participate in the survey
and completed a total of 14 surveys of GSRP providers. Using the American Association for
Public Opinion Research’s (AAPOR’s) metrics and calculator (AAPOR, 2016, 2020), the
response rate was almost 43 percent and the refusal rate was relatively high (almost 42 percent).
Five provider contacts had consented to participate in the study but could not complete the
surveys before the end of the field period. Three providers were deemed ineligible after contact;
2

we learned that two did not operate in the 2018–2019 fiscal year and that one had closed by the
time of contact. For cases in which a point of contact refused or was unresponsive to our
invitation to participate in the survey for a sampled site, we did not attempt to contact any other
sites for which that individual was also the point of contact.
Table A.2. Michigan Response Rates for Providers
Measure
Providers in initial frame
Providers we attempted to survey
Eligible
Data collection completed
Refusal
Did not respond to invitation to participate
No valid contact information
Did not complete interview or data collection before the end of the field period
Not eligible
Did not operate in the 2018–2019 fiscal year or closed
Refusal rate (%)

Providers
610
37
34
14
5
10
–
5
3
3

41.7
Response rate (%)
42.6
NOTE: Rates were calculated using methods set forth in AAPOR, 2016; specifically, refusal rate 3 (p. 64) and
response rate 3 (pp. 61–62).
— Indicates not applicable.

Oregon
Oregon funds two pre-K programs—Oregon Pre-Kindergarten (Oregon Pre-K) and Preschool
Promise—and we sampled providers from each program for this study. Similar to other states,
we received contact information from the Oregon Department of Education for 106 pre-K
providers in the two programs throughout the state. These data included additional information
for each provider, such as program names (for Oregon Pre-K providers) and the name of the
provider’s regional early learning hub (for Preschool Promise providers), points of contact and
their contact information, and physical addresses for the providers. The contact information files
also contained provider-specific information, such as whether the provider was classified as an
Oregon Pre-K site or a Preschool Promise site; each provider’s location (e.g., whether the
provider is in a city, suburb, town, or rural location and the size or degree of remoteness of the
location); the provider’s Oregon Pre-K program name and type; and provider type (i.e., Relief
Nursery, education service district [ESD], charter school, public school, community-based
organization, or private preschool provider). We used this information to devise our sampling
method. We excluded any Head Start sites that did not have Oregon Pre-K program data (i.e.,
sites for which we had no information about the Oregon Pre-K program to which they belonged).
Using this information, we created a sampling frame to guide our sampling process, which
took into account the provider’s program name and type (for Oregon Pre-K sites only), the
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provider’s locale code (for Preschool Promise sites only), and provider type (for Preschool
Promise sites only). We had the goal of recruiting a total of 20 providers across both Oregon PreK and Preschool Promise programs, and we generated 14 sampling bins to ensure that our
sample captured the variation in providers throughout the state. We engaged in a separate
sampling process for the Oregon Pre-K and Oregon Preschool Promise providers. Tables A.3 and
A.4 present the sampling bins with the targeted number of Oregon Pre-K or Preschool Promise
providers in each bin and the number of providers who completed our surveys.
Table A.3. Oregon Pre-K Sampling Target and Completion Counts, by Category
Target N
(completed N)

Provider Type
Portland Public Schools (Oregon Pre-K only)

2 (2)

Head Start (Oregon Pre-K only)

2 (0)

ESD (Oregon Pre-K only)

2 (1)

Other providers (Oregon Pre-K only)

2 (0)

Both Oregon Pre-K and Oregon Preschool Promise
provider

4 (0)

Table A.4. Oregon Preschool Promise Sampling Target and Completion Counts, by Category
Provider Type
Public Schools
Target N
(completed N)

CBOs and Private
Providers
Target N
(completed N)

Portland metropolitan area

1 (0)

1 (0)

Washington County

1 (1)

1 (1)

Central Oregon

1 (0)

1 (0)

Southern and Eastern
Oregon

1 (2)

1 (2)

Geographic Region

Relief Nurseries, ESDs,
and Charter Schools
Target N
(completed N)

1 (0)
(across regions)

NOTE: CBO = community-based organization.

Oregon Pre-K

We stratified the 31 Oregon Pre-K sites by the provider’s Oregon Pre-K program name and
type and created the following four sampling bins (for a target of eight total Oregon Pre-K sites):
•
•
•
•

Portland Public Schools
Head Start programs
ESDs
other providers.
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Oregon Preschool Promise

We stratified the 65 Preschool Promise provider sites by two key characteristics: regional
early learning hubs (geographic locations) and provider types. We created the following four
regional groups of early learning hubs:
•
•
•
•

Early Learning Hub of Clackamas County and Early Learning Multnomah (Portland
metropolitan area)
Northwest Early Learning Hub and Early Learning Washington County (Washington
County)
Marion and Polk Early Learning Hub, Inc. and Lane Early Learning Alliance (Central
Oregon)
South-Central Early Learning Hub, Southern Oregon Early Learning Services, and
Eastern Oregon Community-Based Services Hub (Southern and Eastern Oregon).

We also created the following three groups of provider types:
•
•
•

public schools
community-based organizations and private preschool providers
Relief Nurseries, ESDs, and charter schools.

We used these groupings to create nine sampling bins. Because we had only six Preschool
Promise sites that belonged to the Relief Nurseries, ESDs, and charter schools group, we
grouped those six providers into one bin. We then stratified the other 59 Preschool Promise sites
into eight bins (two provider types times four regional groups).
The majority of Oregon Preschool Promise providers are split between school-based and
community-based settings; therefore, most of the targeted sample included those providers. The
Oregon Pre-K providers are more evenly distributed among the provider types listed. As with
Michigan, the Oregon target samples are not strictly proportional to the number of providers in
each sampling bin because of our aim to include at least one or two participants from each
sampling bin (although bin size varied).
Finally, we grouped ten providers that received both Oregon Pre-K and Preschool Promise
funding into a single sampling bin. From the resulting 14 sampling bins in Oregon, we aimed to
recruit eight Oregon Pre-K sites, eight Preschool Promise sites, and four sites that participated in
both programs.
After determining the sampling bins, we randomized the list of providers within each bin
using Microsoft Excel’s random number function to determine the order in which we would
contact providers. Using the sampling frames described earlier, we generated a list of 20
providers to whom we initially reached out for recruitment into the study. We expanded our
outreach as needed when initial sites declined or were unresponsive. We adjusted the ordering
when the sites we randomly selected for the first round of recruitment became concentrated
under the same regional early learning hub or the same Oregon Pre-K or Preschool Promise
program. In other words, we prioritized the order of the sites that were underrepresented in the
randomly selected sample for the first round of recruitment.
5

We invited 19 Oregon Pre-K sites and 53 Preschool Promise sites to participate in the survey
and completed a total of three surveys of Oregon Pre-K providers and six surveys of Preschool
Promise providers. Tables A.5 and A.6 show the number of providers who were invited to
participate in the survey for each pre-K system and the interview disposition. Using the AAPOR
metrics (AAPOR, 2016, 2020), we calculated the response rates for Oregon Pre-K (almost 23
percent) and for Preschool Promise (about 12 percent). The refusal rate was high for both Oregon
Pre-K and Preschool Promise—about 57 percent and 67 percent, respectively. Six provider
contacts across Oregon Pre-K and Preschool Promise had consented to participate in the study
but could not complete their surveys before the end of the field period. Four sites were deemed
ineligible after contact: Three Oregon Pre-K providers were determined to be in settings that
were not suitable for the study, such as a correctional institution or administrative office, and one
Preschool Promise provider was a home-based provider. As we did in Michigan, for cases in
which a point of contact refused or was unresponsive to our invitation to participate in the survey
for a sampled site, we did not attempt to contact any other sites for which that individual was
also the point of contact.
Table A.5. Oregon Pre-K Response Rates for Providers
Measure
Providers in initial frame

Providers
41

Providers we attempted to survey

19

Eligible

16

Data collection completed
Refusal
Did not respond to invitation to participate
No valid contact information
Did not complete interview or data collection before the end of the field
period
Not eligible
Not appropriate type of site for the study purpose
Refusal rate (%)

3
3
9
—
1

Response rate (%)

22.6

3
3
57.1

NOTE: Rates were calculated using methods set forth in AAPOR, 2016; specifically, refusal rate 3 (p. 64) and
response rate 3 (pp. 61–62).
— Indicates not applicable.
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Table A.6. Oregon Preschool Promise Response Rates for Providers
Measure

Providers

Providers in initial frame

65

Providers we attempted to survey

53

Eligible

52
6

Data collection completed

7

Refusal

30

Did not respond to invitation to participate
No valid contact information
Did not complete interview or data collection before the end of the field
period
Not eligible

4
5
1
1

Not appropriate type of site for the study purpose

66.7

Refusal rate (%)

11.9
Response rate (%)
NOTE: Rates were calculated using methods set forth in AAPOR, 2016; specifically, refusal rate 3 (p. 64) and
response rate 3 (pp. 61–62).

Tennessee
Before we began the recruitment process in Tennessee, we received a list from the state
department of education of 666 pre-K providers. The list contained information for each
provider, such as the name of the provider’s local education agency (LEA), one or two points of
contact at the LEA and their contact information, and contact information for the provider. The
list also contained provider-specific information, such as whether the provider was classified as a
Voluntary Pre-K (VPK) site; each provider’s National Center for Education Statistics locale code
(e.g., whether the provider is in a city, suburb, town, or rural location; the size or degree of
remoteness of the location); and whether the provider was a school-based provider, a Head Start
location, or a private center. We used this information to devise our sampling method.
To guide our sampling process, we created a sampling frame that took into account a VPK
provider’s locale code and status as a school-based provider, private center, or Head Start center.
With the goal of recruiting 20 VPK providers, we generated eight sampling bins to ensure that
our sample captured the variation in providers throughout the state.
Table A.7 presents the sampling bins with the targeted number of providers in each bin and
the number of providers that completed the survey. Our sampling bins included a target of 14
school-based providers across locales, four private providers across locales, and two Head Start
providers in any locale in the state. Most VPK providers are school-based; thus, the majority of
the targeted sample included school-based providers. However, as with Michigan and Oregon,
the target samples are not strictly proportional to the number of providers in each sampling bin
because of our aim to include at least two participants from each provider type and to include
geographic variation where possible.

7

Table A.7. Tennessee Sampling Target and Completion Counts, by Category
Provider Type

Locale

School-Based
Target N
(completed N)

Private
Target N
(completed N)

Large or midsize city

4 (1)

2 (0)

Small city or large or midsize suburb

3 (2)

1 (1)

Fringe, distant, or remote town

3 (3)

Fringe, distant, or remote rural area

4 (5)

Head Start
Target N
(completed N)

2 (0)
(across locales)

1 (1)

After determining the sampling bins, we randomized the list of providers within each bin
using Microsoft Excel’s random number function to determine the order in which we would
contact providers. Using the sampling frame described earlier and our target number of
providers, we generated a list of 20 providers to whom we reached out initially for recruitment
into the study. We then moved sequentially down the randomized list as the initially contacted
providers declined or were unresponsive to our request. We used this approach in the other state
systems as well.
We invited 50 sites to participate in the survey and completed a total of 13 surveys of VPK
providers. Table A.8 shows the total number of providers invited to participate in the survey and
the interview disposition. Using the AAPOR metrics and calculator (AAPOR, 2016, 2020), we
calculated the response rate (26 percent). The refusal rate was high (almost 64 percent). Twelve
provider contacts had consented to participate in the study but could not complete their surveys
before the end of the field period. For cases in which a point of contact refused or was
unresponsive to our invitation to participate in the survey for a sampled site, we did not attempt
to contact any other sites for which that individual was also the point of contact.
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Table A.8. Tennessee Response Rates for Providers
Measure

Providers
666

Providers in initial frame
Providers we attempted to survey

50

Eligible

50

Data collection completed

13

Refusal

11

Did not respond to invitation to participate

12
2

No valid contact information
Did not complete interview or data collection before end of field period

12
0

Not eligible

63.9

Refusal rate (%)

26.0
Response rate (%)
NOTE: Rates were calculated using methods set forth in AAPOR, 2016; specifically, refusal rate 3 (p. 64) and
response rate 3 (pp. 61–62).

Recruitment of Providers
The timing of the field work varied by state based on when the state provided the list of
providers. Data collection started first in Tennessee, followed by Michigan and then Oregon. In
this section, we describe our general approach and then provide specific details by state in the
order in which fieldwork began.
General Recruitment Process
In all states, we followed the same general recruitment protocol, with some adjustments
because of the COVID-19 pandemic. In each state, we began with a set of 20 providers that we
selected for recruitment purposes using the stratified random sampling process described in the
previous section. For each provider, we conducted the following activities over a period of
approximately three weeks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sent an introductory email and mailed a corresponding physical letter to provider
contact(s)
placed a phone call to provider contact(s) or left a voice mail if the contact could not be
reached
sent a follow-up email to provider contact(s)
placed a follow-up phone call to provider contact(s) or left a voice mail if the contact
could not be reached
sent a third follow-up email to provider contact(s)
sent a fourth and final follow-up email to provider contact(s)
if the provider had not responded to any of our correspondence, removed the provider
from our sample and selected the next provider on the list.
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Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, RAND staff were advised not to enter RAND offices
unless it was necessary. As a result, we ceased mailing physical letters in mid-March 2020, but
we otherwise followed the remainder of the recruitment protocol.
In Oregon, we allowed for a longer recruitment window (up to six weeks) for each provider.
Recruitment started later in the field period, when providers were preparing for the new
academic year, and we decided to pause contact for several weeks to avoid the busy period. We
also contacted 56 site-level providers rather than 20 in our first round of recruitment, using
lessons learned about the level of expected responses from states with which we engaged earlier
in the study.
Tennessee
In Tennessee, our main point of contact typically was someone at the district level who
oversaw the VPK program; at times, it was the principal of the school or an early childhood
program director.
We began the recruitment of providers in February 2020. Between early February and late
August 2020, we conducted six rounds of recruitment. As part of the first round of recruitment,
we reached out to the full set of 20 providers according to the sampling process described earlier.
In each subsequent round of recruitment, we selected new providers according to whether we
needed to recruit additional providers to meet the desired number of providers in each particular
sampling bin.
We conducted our first three rounds of recruitment through mid-March 2020. Because of
concerns that schools, districts, and providers were overwhelmed by managing the challenges
posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, we paused the recruitment effort until mid-June. We
conducted the final three rounds of recruitment between mid-June and late August 2020.
Michigan
In Michigan, our first points of contact for recruitment were ISD-level individuals who were
responsible for overseeing the GSRP grant within their ISDs. We identified these ISD contacts
through information provided by MDE staff and through searches of publicly available
information on the MDE website. In most cases, our goal was to have our ISD contact reach out
to the appropriate district- or provider-level contact to let them know about our study. The
exception was when the ISD itself was responsible for operating the GSRP pre-K program, in
which case the ISD contact was the appropriate participant. This contact typically was a
principal, center director, or district official, such as the district’s early childhood program
director or a director of business operations, although the contacts varied according to the
provider.
We started the recruitment effort in early April 2020. However, we heard from many
providers that they were unable to participate in the study because they were busy managing the
challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, we paused the recruitment process for several
10

months; we conducted a second round of recruitment in early July and a third round in midAugust.
Oregon
In Oregon, we used our provider list to identify a point of contact for each provider. In some
cases, a contact individual represented more than one site in our sampling frame. We started the
recruitment effort in August 2020 and conducted two rounds of recruitment, ending in November
2020. As noted earlier, because recruitment occurred around the beginning of the new academic
year, and because additional pandemic-related planning made the time especially busy, we
paused our recruitment for about three weeks in the first round when we heard that providers did
not have the capacity to respond at that time. We decided to extend the recruitment window for
the second round of recruitment, which was conducted early in the new academic year.

Data Collection from Providers
In each state, we scheduled an initial 15- to 30-minute interview with the providers who
agreed to participate in the study. In this interview, we gathered basic information about the
organization operating the state-funded pre-K program and about the program’s structure (for our
data collection protocols, see Appendix D). For example, we sought to understand whether the
program was operated by a school or district, and if not, whether the program was a nonprofit or
for-profit organization, sponsored by any other organizations, or part of a multisite organization
or chain. We also sought to understand whether providers had a contract or grant through Head
Start, in what type of building (e.g., public elementary school, private school, community center,
church) their program was located, what ages and grades of students were served by their early
childhood program and other programs at the site, and how many state-funded pre-K classrooms
were within the program. Finally, we collected information about how resources and funds were
allocated and shared across the state-funded pre-K classrooms and the schools or centers that
housed them. All providers were offered a $250 gift card for providing cost data for the study.
At the conclusion of the initial interviews, we asked providers whether they would prefer us
to schedule another interview with them for data collection or send them our cost survey via
email or regular mail. Most providers opted to receive the survey via email. A few providers sent
us their fiscal year expenditure reports, which the research team then used to extract information
for the survey’s expenditure questions. We also encouraged all providers to schedule a follow-up
phone call to finalize filling out the survey with a member of the research team, if possible. This
was to ensure that any final questions were addressed, that the survey was completed with all
necessary information, and that potential caveats were noted. The follow-up call helped provide
clarification for the respondents and address any questions about our information request. It also
minimized the time needed for follow-up questions between the provider and the research team.
The research team followed up with the provider by email or phone regarding any clarifications
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necessary until the survey was complete. In some instances, we were unable to complete the data
collection process with a provider and had only partial data, which we ultimately could not
include in analysis.
The cost survey we sent to providers focused on several topics, including the basic
organization or program information described earlier, additional aspects of program structure
(e.g., hours and weeks of operation; services provided by the program; enrollment figures and
number of classrooms for the school or center as a whole, for the school or center’s early
childhood program, and for the state-funded pre-K program), staffing levels and benefits for
staff, revenue sources, expenditures associated with the state-funded pre-K program, and
expenditures associated with the operation of the school or center. The complete cost survey is
provided in Appendix D.
The expenditure data we collected generally fell into the following three categories or levels
(see the first three columns of Table A.9 for a detailed list of expenditure categories; we discuss
the fourth column later):
•

•

•

State-funded pre-K program classroom expenditures (in the table, provider
classroom level). These expenditures relate directly to the operation of providers’
publicly funded pre-K classrooms. They generally include the wages and nonwage
benefits of classroom staff, such as the teacher and assistant teacher, and any
expenditures on other items that are specific to the publicly funded pre-K classrooms,
such as materials, supplies, or field trip expenditures.
Resources shared at the school or center level. Because many state-funded pre-K
classrooms are embedded within larger facilities—e.g., elementary schools or centers—
that provide schooling or care for other age groups and grade levels or that operate other
early childhood programs, we sought to capture expenditures that support the operation
of the state-funded pre-K program and that are shared across the school or center. These
expenditures include wages and nonwage benefits for program-level staff, such as
administrators, nurses, food service staff, transportation staff, and custodial staff; the
costs of professional development; subcontractor costs; building or facility costs; food
costs; and other operating costs, such as those for insurance, marketing, and office
supplies.
Resources shared at the district or ISD level (in the table, intermediate level). At
times, public school providers noted that some of the costs we sought were not available
at the site level; instead, the district could provide a district-level amount, which was not
broken down by school. In such cases, we also collected district-level enrollment for the
most recently completed fiscal year.
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Table A.9. Expenditure Categories and Items for Cost Analysis, by Level

Expenditure Category and Item
Personnel expenses
Classroom staff salaries
Classroom staff payroll taxes and benefits
Administrative staff salaries, taxes, and benefits
Other site-level staff salaries, taxes, and
benefits
Other personnel-related expenses
Professional development, training
Program-related expenses
Classroom supplies and other instructional
support
Food service
Transportation to and from program
Other transportation (e.g., field trips)
Occupancy expenses
Rent or mortgage and taxes
Utilities
Repair and maintenance
Administrative and other expenses
Office supplies
Postage and phone
Photocopying, printing, and publications
Equipment rental and maintenance
Nondepreciated equipment
Depreciation on equipment or purchase of
equipment
Contractors (e.g., payroll, accounting, legal)
Insurance
Marketing and advertising
Interest and bank charges
Maintenance supplies
Licensing and fees
Dues and subscriptions
Other
District or state infrastructure and supports
Data systems
Quality assessment and monitoring
Resource and referral
Other system-level supports

Intermediate
Level
(District or
ISD)

State Level

ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

Provider
Classroom
Level

School or
Center Level

ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
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System-Level Data Collection
To assess the additional costs of planning, administering, and delivering support to the statefunded pre-K programs and classrooms that are not fully captured at the provider level, we also
collected system-level expenditure data from three state systems: Oregon Pre-K, Oregon
Preschool Promise, and Washington Early Childhood Education and Assistance Program
(ECEAP). A facsimile of the system-level cost survey, which we implemented as a Microsoft
Excel tool with embedded calculations, is provided in Appendix E.
State agency staff at the three state-funded systems in Oregon and Washington completed the
Excel workbook tool provided by the RAND research team. The tool captured expenditures
across nine potential support components: curriculum and other pedagogy; student assessments;
program or classroom quality measurement, incentives, and improvement; professional
development for program leaders and classroom staff; higher education systems; summative
evaluation; data systems; general administration; and other system-level supports. Whether these
components were selected depended on the system services administered at the state level. Both
direct and indirect expenditures for the 2018–2019 fiscal year were requested. The expenditures
captured include only those used to support the state-administered activities; they do not include
expenditures for provider reimbursements paid either directly or through an intermediary (see the
final column of Table A.9). We also obtained the number of enrolled children in the pre-K
system, which we used to estimate the system-level per-child expenditure (see Appendix B).
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Appendix B. Methods for Data-Based Cost Estimation and Cost
Modeling

This appendix provides additional detail about the methods we used to analyze the cost data
collected at the provider and system levels. It also provides further information about the
methods for the cost model.

Data-Based Cost Estimation Approach
As we described in the main report, we analyzed provider-level information on annual
expenditures for four pre-K systems in three states: Michigan, Oregon, and Tennessee. We
computed estimates for 36 providers who responded to our cost data collection survey with
complete or nearly complete information.2 The provider data collection instrument was
structured to capture actual expenditures during the program fiscal year and any in-kind
resources. We discuss our analysis of these components in the following sections. The last
section covers the system-level expenditure information collected for three systems in two states:
Oregon and Washington.
Provider Annual Expenditures
We used the data collection tool at the provider level to record expenditures that were
specific to each classroom with one or more children funded through the focal pre-K system. We
also recorded resources that were shared across other classrooms for younger or older children.
In sum, cost components fall into the following three categories (which are listed in the first
three columns of Table A.9 in Appendix A):
• Provider classroom level. These are expenditures in the pre-K classroom(s) for
classroom staff salaries, payroll taxes, and benefits; professional development for
classroom staff; and classroom supplies and other instructional support (e.g., curriculum).
• School or center level. These are expenditures at the school or center level in categories
that support the pre-K classrooms and other rooms serving younger and older children,
including costs for administrative staff; other program-related expenses, such as food
service and transportation; occupancy costs; and other administrative expenses.
• District or ISD level (in the table, intermediate level). These are expenditures at the
district level in the case of school-based programs that support the focal pre-K site and
pre-K classrooms at other schools in the district.
2

Section D of the survey instrument focused on the annual expenditure information (see Appendix D). We required
complete information in this section with the exception of the subsection covering square footage for the program
and other information needed to impute space costs when the program was otherwise fully or partially subsidized.
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To compute per-child expenditures for the pre-K program, we performed the following
calculations:
1. Sum the total direct expenditures for the focal pre-K classroom(s).
2. For each of the remaining site-level expenditures, apply the relevant share of enrollment
that the expenditure supports to the expenditure amount and sum those expenditure
components. The expenditure share could be (1) 100 percent for resources that benefit
only the pre-K classroom(s); (2) a portion of the site enrollment (e.g., the share of total
enrollment in the pre-K classrooms) for resources shared at the site level; or (3) for
school-based sites, some portion of district enrollment (e.g., the share of the pre-K
enrollment of the site relative to the district pre-K enrollment) for resources shared across
pre-K sites in the district.
3. Sum the direct classroom expenditures and the other site-level expenditure shares.
4. Calculate the cost per child for the focal pre-K program as the total direct and other
expenditures divided by total enrollment in the pre-K classroom(s).3
5. Calculate the cost per child-hour for the focal pre-K program as the per-child cost divided
by the annual pre-K program hours.
Provider In-Kind Resources
To measure economic cost at the provider level, we needed to value the use of resources
provided in kind; specifically, resources that were donated, partially subsidized space costs (e.g.,
a discount or no charge for rent; no mortgage; donated or subsidized cost for other space-related
costs, such as utilities, maintenance, insurance), or volunteer labor. In the case of costs for space,
many school-based providers reported no cost for a rent or mortgage, indicating that the school
or district owned the building.
Twenty-one of the 36 providers that responded to our survey reported a full or partial subsidy
for at least some of the resources that we defined as occupancy cost: rent or mortgage and taxes,
utilities, and repair and maintenance. These providers included school-based sites, where the
school or district typically owns the building. Many private providers also reported no such cost.
At the same time, providers were not always able to report the amount of space used for the preK program and the value of that space if it was rented. To estimate economic cost, we imputed
these space costs using a common approach for all providers—those that reported some
expenditures and those that indicated that the costs were partially or fully subsidized. For this
estimate, we assumed 1,100 square feet of space per classroom, with a national-level cost per
square foot for space of $20 for rent or lease; $2.19 for utilities; $1.34 for insurance; and $2.85

3

In some settings, pre-K classrooms served both children whose enrollment was supported by the focal pre-K
system and children whose enrollment was funded by other sources (e.g., parent fees or state child care subsidies).
In those cases, we used the total classroom enrollment to calculate per-child costs. This effectively assumes that the
cost of serving children whose enrollment was supported by the state-funded pre-K program and the cost of serving
children whose enrollment was funded from other sources in the same classroom are the same. In other words, we
assume that the cost of serving these children is the same, regardless of the funding source. For sites operating two
part-day sessions, the child count was equal to the school-day equivalents.
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for maintenance, repair, and cleaning. For each site, we used actual enrollment per classroom to
compute the per-child occupancy cost (i.e., 1,100 square feet multiplied by $26.38 per square
foot divided by child enrollment in the room). We used the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)
Regional Price Parities index to adjust the cost in each state to local prices (BEA, 2020).
Eight of the 36 providers in the sample reported volunteer labor in the classroom. In
estimating economic cost, we valued such labor hours at $15 per hour with no regional
adjustment.
System-Level Expenditures
Using data from the completed system-level expenditure tool (see Appendix E), we
calculated the aggregate direct and indirect expenditures that were reported by state
administrators in total and for each support component. We calculated a per-child cost by
dividing these totals by total pre-K system enrollment. When computing total system enrollment,
we counted children who were enrolled in part-day programs as 0.5 enrollments (half-time
equivalents) compared with children in school-day programs. Children in extended-day
programs received the same weight as children in school-day programs.4

Cost Modeling Approach
The cost model relies on several assumptions about the staffing model for a pre-K program,
the structure of staff compensation, and other unit prices. We describe those assumptions in the
following sections.
Staffing Model
In Table B.1, we summarize the staffing model that we assumed for public school and private
center settings and for staff at both the classroom level and the site level (and the district level, in
the case of public school providers). Staff are shown as full-time equivalent (FTE) positions (i.e.,
one FTE is a staff member who works a full work day, while 0.5 FTEs refers to a staff member
working a half-day). For the classrooms, all provider types in the public and private sectors are
assumed to operate with one lead teacher, one assistant teacher, and a 0.25 FTE floater who
substitutes in when needed so that there are two staff members per room at all times.

4

This is equivalent to counting the number of pre-K slots in the system when computing the system-level
expenditures on a per-child basis. Thus, two children, each sharing a part-day slot, are counted as one child and
together are assumed to consume the same amount of system-level resources as a child in a school- or extended-day
slot.
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Table B.1. Assumed Baseline FTE Staffing Structure for Cost Model, by Provider Type

Staff Role
Classroom staff, per classroom
Lead teacher
Assistant teacher
Floater

Public School Site (FTE)

Private Center (FTE)

1

1

1

1

0.25

0.25

1 per school

—

1 per 120 pre-K students at school

1 per center

Administrative staff, per site
School principala
School or center pre-K director
School or center pre-K associate
director
Office manager

—

1 per center

1 per 120 pre-K students at school

1 per center

Administrative assistant

1 per 120 pre-K students at school

1 per center

Administrative staff, per district
District early childhood education
1 per 300 pre-K students in district
—
coordinator
— Indicates not applicable.
a
The time for the school principal at the site level is allocated to the pre-K program according to the
share of pre-K students at the site relative to the student body at the site.

In the case of the school district site, we assume that there is a district-level early childhood
education coordinator and a school principal, each of whom serves the larger district or overall
school population of students. We assume that there is one district early childhood education
coordinator for every 300 pre-K students in the district. Thus, for our baseline, we assume that a
half-time position (0.5 FTE) gives an assumed district-level enrollment of 150 students. The time
of the school principal at the site level is allocated to the pre-K program according to the share of
pre-K students at the site relative to the student body at the site.
Staff Compensation
Table B.2 shows the assumed salary levels for the classroom and administrative staff
positions in Table B.1 at the national level and for the city or state for each focal pre-K system.
Our salary assumptions are drawn from Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data on occupational
wages at the national level and for each state or district as of May 2019 (BLS, undated). We used
the median estimates for the closest occupation code to each staff position as shown in the table.
The BLS data tend to show that salaries for key positions are highest for Washington and lowest
for Oklahoma, although there are some exceptions, such as Boston and Oregon having the
highest kindergarten teacher salary.
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Table B.2. Assumed Occupational Salaries for the Cost Model (2019 dollars)

Oregon

Boston

Michigan

Oklahoma

56,850

76,140

59,080

41,400

75,660

48,890

62,360

Assistant teacher
or floater
Administrative staff

27,920

32,460

27,240

19,470

32,300

23,950

35,120

District pre-K
coordinator

96,400

110,620

94,620

73,170

109,690

84,510

121,540

School principal

96,400

110,620

94,620

73,170

109,690

84,510

121,540

School or center
pre-K director
School or center
pre-K associate
director
Office manager

72,300

82,965

70,965

54,878

82,268

63,383

91,155

61,455

70,520

60,320

46,646

69,927

53,875

77,482

80% of school or center pre-K
directors

56,620

65,930

55,490

48,400

56,850

51,230

62,600

Administrative
34,040
38,700
34,130
28,430
assistant
SOURCE: Authors’ analysis of data from BLS, undated.
NOTES: BLS data for the national and state levels are as of May 2019.

Oregon

Tennessee

Washington

First-line supervisors of office
and administrative support
workers (43-1011)
Office clerks, general (439061)
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Tennessee

Washington

BLS Category (Code) and
Notes

National

Staff Role
Classroom staff
Lead teacher

Kindergarten teachers, except
special education (25-2012)
Teacher assistants (25-9045)

Education administrators,
elementary and secondary
school (11-9032)
Education administrators,
elementary and secondary
school (11-9032)
75% of school principals

Other Unit Prices
Table B.3 displays the cost per unit of cost components beyond the costs of classroom and
administrative staff. Unit prices are organized according to major cost categories of professional
development, classroom resources, meals, transportation, occupancy, and other operating costs.
In most of these categories, there are cost subcomponents. Unit costs are denominated either on a
per-staff, per-child, per–square foot, or per-site basis, as shown in the last column of Table B.3.
These unit costs include associated staffing costs, as relevant, such as meal preparers in the case
of food costs and drivers in the case of transportation costs.
The baseline unit cost estimates in Table B.3 are based on the Provider Cost of Quality
Calculator (PCQC) estimates at the national level (Office of Child Care, undated), with inflation
to 2019 dollars. Some adjustments were made based on the cost patterns for the illustrative
providers (e.g., transportation cost per child was not included in the PCQC). Unit costs for each
state or district are inflated or deflated relative to the national estimates based on the Regional
Price Parities index (BEA, 2020). That index, where 100 is the national price level, shows that
prices are higher than the national level for the Boston metropolitan area, with an index value of
115.5 (i.e., nearly 16 percent higher than the national level), and Washington, with an index
value of 108.4. Price levels are lower than the national level, according to the index, for
Michigan (92.3), Tennessee (89.7), and Oklahoma (87.2). Oregon is close to the national
average, with an index value of 102.2.
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Table B.3. Assumed Unit Prices for Cost Model (2019 dollars)
Cost Component
National
Unit
Professional development
202.98
Per staff member
Classroom materials and supplies
Education equipment, curricula
101.49
Per child
Education supplies
50.74
Per child
Meals
Food and food preparation
1,014.89
Per child
Kitchen supplies
50.74
Per child
Transportation
405.96
Per child
Occupancya
Rent, lease, mortgage
13.85
Per square foot
Utilities
2.22
Per square foot
Building insurance
1.36
Per square foot
Maintenance, repair, cleaning
2.89
Per square foot
Other operating costs
Office supplies
30.45
Per child
Office equipment
22.33
Per child
Insurance (e.g., liability, accident)
76.12
Per child
Postage
24.36
Per child
Advertising
25.37
Per child
Telephone and internet
1,461.45
Per site
Audits
3,000.00
Per site
Fees and permits
507.45
Per site
Miscellaneous
15.00
Per child
SOURCE: Authors’ assumptions based on Office of Child Care, undated.
a
For occupancy costs, the model assumes that each pre-K room is 1,280 square feet.
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Appendix C. Estimating per-Child Costs for Five Quality Elements

One of the goals of this study is to estimate the cost, on average or on the margin, of specific
pre-K program features that are associated with high quality. Such estimates are typically not
available, which is an important gap in our understanding of the resources required to achieve
specific quality elements in scaled-up pre-K programs. In this appendix, we provide estimates of
the marginal cost of five quality elements that are often identified with high-quality programs
and effective systems (Minervino, 2014): (1) a quality (research-based) curriculum with
appropriate training and ongoing supports, (2) an annual child-level screener, (3) a child-level
formative assessment (conducted three times per year under the base-case assumptions), (4) an
independent child-level assessment of children’s development conducted in fall and spring each
year to support summative evaluation, and (5) an independent assessment of classroom-level
quality (conducted two times per year under the base-case assumptions). As we illustrate in the
following sections, most of these elements are included in our focal pre-K systems.
In each case, we based our estimates on assumptions about the resources required to
implement these five elements, both at the provider level and at the system level for nationallevel prices in 2019 dollars. Where possible, the assumptions are guided by the literature and
best practices. However, for each of these program elements, there was surprisingly little
research-based guidance from which to draw. For this reason, we also performed sensitivity
analyses to determine how much our estimates varied as we changed key parameters.

Quality (Research-Based) Curriculum
Many public preschool and pre-K programs or funding streams require the use of evidenceor research-based curricula, combined with training at initial implementation and ongoing
professional development in support of high-quality implementation (Jenkins et al., 2019). Most
programs are required to use a whole-child curriculum—i.e., a curriculum that includes content
and lessons on several dimensions of child development (e.g., math, literacy, language, socialemotional development, nutrition). The two most widely used pre-K curricula are HighScope and
Creative Curriculum, with approximately 40 percent of state pre-K classrooms using one of those
two curricula (Jenkins and Duncan, 2017). Other widely used curricula are Scholastic’s Big Day
for PreK and High Reach.
As of the 2018–2019 academic year, five of the seven focal pre-K systems in our study—
Universal Pre-K Boston (Boston UPK), Michigan GSRP, Oklahoma’s Early Childhood FourYear-Old Program (Oklahoma UPK), Tennessee VPK, and Washington ECEAP—published a
list of approved or required classroom curricula for providers (see Table C.1). Most systems also
required the use of an approved curriculum or the approval of the selected curriculum. There are
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a dozen on the collective lists of approved curricula, including Creative Curriculum, HighScope,
Big Day for PreK, Frog Street, and Tools of the Mind. With the exception of Washington
ECEAP and Michigan GSRP, which allow some flexibility, the other systems with an approved
list require the use of one of the approved curricula. For all seven systems, state or district funds
are available to support the adoption and implementation of a curriculum.
Despite the wide use of these whole-child curricula and their appearance on approved lists,
little evidence exists about their effectiveness at improving children’s school readiness (Jenkins
et al., 2019). According to the 2019 Curriculum Consumer Report: Preschool, which is
developed by the National Center on Early Childhood Development, Teaching, and Learning,
Creative Curriculum, Frog Street, and Big Day for PreK have no evidence of effectiveness in
improving child outcomes; HighScope and Tools of the Mind have minimal evidence (National
Center on Early Childhood Development, Teaching, and Learning, 2019).
Quality Curriculum: Resources Needed
To estimate the per-child cost of using a quality curriculum, we account for the following
resource needs:
•

at the provider level:
- the purchase of the curriculum and related materials
- time for a site curriculum director who is responsible for the implementation,
monitoring, and quality improvement of the curriculum
- time for training at the time of adoption for the site curriculum director and classroom
staff (e.g., teachers and assistants)
- time for classroom staff for ongoing coaching or professional development to
improve their use of the curriculum

•

at the system level:
- time for administrative staff for the oversight of curriculum selection and
implementation
- time and expenses for coaching staff to improve site-level classroom practice in the
use of the curriculum.
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Table C.1. Quality Curriculum: Features of State-Funded Pre-K Programs in the Focal Pre-K Systems
(2018–2019 academic year)

Pre-K Program Component
Have a list of approved curricula
Required to use approved
curriculum

Boston
UPK

Michigan
GSRP

Oklahoma
UPK

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Oregon
Preschool
Promise*

Tennessee
VPK*

No

No

Yes

Yes

No, but need to
verify that
curriculum
aligns with ELG
Yes

No, but need to
get approval

Yes

No, but need
approval for
alternate

Oregon Pre-K*

Washington
ECEAP*

State or district funds to support
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
implementation
List of approved curricula
—
—
ü
ü
Big Day for PreK
ü
Building Blocks
ü
ü
Connect4Learning
ü
Core Knowledge
ü
ü
ü
ü
Creative Curriculum
ü
Focus on Early Learning
ü
Frog Street
ü
ü
HighScope
ü
Montessori
ü
Project Approach
ü
Reggio Emilia
ü
Tools of the Mind
SOURCES: Friedman-Krauss et al., 2020; CityHealth and the National Institute for Early Education Research, 2019. To supplement those sources, we reviewed
the websites of the pre-K systems.
NOTE: ELG = early learning guidelines.
* Indicates PPI pre-K systems.
— Indicates not applicable.
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Regarding the purchase of the curriculum, we assume that a program uses a commercially
available curriculum, which requires the purchase of the curriculum materials and lesson plans
from the publisher and which may be priced on a per-site, per-classroom, or per-child basis. One
challenge in developing a cost estimate is that publishers are not always uniform in how they
price their curricula, and there is variation in the unit prices. For example, Creative Curriculum
has a list price of $2,149 for its 6th edition, and HighScope prices its curriculum kit at $675 per
program, but there is also a classroom kit for $825 per classroom (see Table C.2). Big Day for
PreK lists a price that is just less than $3,000 per classroom. These curricula, like many others,
have add-on options, such as Spanish manipulatives or materials, classroom posters, fidelity
assessments, and additional modules in music, gardening, or other topics. Furthermore, some
states or districts can negotiate volume discounts, which lowers the costs relative to the list
prices.
Along with purchasing the actual curriculum materials and lesson plans, pre-K providers and
agencies can choose to purchase professional development opportunities from the publisher. For
example, HighScope offers online courses on different curriculum aspects or program quality
assessments, an in-person summer institute for teachers, and the potential for a HighScope expert
to provide in-person support to individual programs or agencies. The other commonly used
curricula offer similar professional development supports. Table C.2 shows the range of costs for
commonly used curricula, including options for professional development.
Table C.2. Material and Professional Development Fees for Three Commonly Used Curricula
Curriculum and Publisher
Creative Curriculum
Teaching Strategies

HighScope
HighScope

Material Fees

Professional Development Fees

•
•

Curriculum 6th edition: $2,149
Curriculum 6th edition
(Spanish): $3,149

•

•

Curriculum kit: $675 per
program
Curriculum classroom kit:
$825 per classroom

•

•

•

•
•

Big Day for PreK
Scholastic

•
•

Curriculum kit: $2,999 per
classroom
Curriculum kit (English or
Spanish edition):
$3,830 per classroom

•
•
•

Two-day in-person course: $5,000 per
site
10-hour online professional
development course: $150 per teacher
Training of trainers: $1,368 per
participant per week for three weeks
In-person summer institute: $900 per
person per week for four weeks
Online training course: $175–$350 per
person, depending on the course
Free web series for teachers
In-classroom coaching: cost varies
Teacher course: cost varies

SOURCE: National Center on Early Childhood Development, Teaching, and Learning, 2019. To supplement this
source, we reviewed the websites of the publishers of the curriculum materials.

Remarkably, despite the wide array of curricula and prior research to generate the research
base on which the curricula stand, there is surprisingly little specific guidance on exactly what
and how much training pre-K teachers should have prior to implementing a curriculum. Even
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leading accreditation organizations, such as the National Association for the Education of Young
Children, and prominent research organizations, such as the National Institute for Early
Education Research, do not offer specific guidance or benchmarks regarding the initial training
and ongoing professional development required for the high-quality implementation of a
curriculum.
Reviewing literature on effective pre-K curricula also results in a lack of clear guidance on or
evidence of the amount of professional development that is needed to implement a curriculum
with high fidelity. For one evidence-based mathematics curriculum, Building Blocks, researchers
noted that, to implement the curriculum effectively, pre-K teachers needed high levels of initial
training and ongoing support over the course of an academic year (Clements and Sarama, 2008).
This training and support included four days of initial training and 2 hours of additional courses
every other month, along with monthly in-class coaching, for a total of 16 hours. The support
provided totaled approximately 50 hours. However, Building Blocks is a mathematics
curriculum, and it is not known whether additional coaching or other professional development
supports are needed to implement such whole-child curricula as Creative Curriculum or
HighScope.
Quality Curriculum: Assumptions to Model the per-Child Cost
The absence of readily available guidance from curriculum developers, accreditation
organizations, and the research literature poses a challenge for estimating the cost of a quality
curriculum. Given this gap in our knowledge, we have made a series of assumptions for using a
quality curriculum and have allowed those assumptions to vary in generating a base-case perchild cost estimate and a lower and an upper bound. Table C.3 shows the key assumptions at the
provider and system levels for the base case and the two bounds.
We assume that implementing a curriculum with fidelity would require both costs at the time
the curriculum is adopted, specifically for curriculum purchase and initial training, and ongoing
professional development costs to support implementation. We amortize the start-up costs over
five years in the base case. This would be equivalent to rolling out the implementation of a new
curriculum over five years, with 20 percent of children in sites that adopt the curriculum in each
year. This assumption would allow for the adoption of an updated or new curriculum every five
years.
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Table C.3. Quality Curriculum: Base-Case and Alternative Assumptions for Cost Estimates

Resource

Base-Case
Assumptions

Lower-Cost
Assumptions

Higher-Cost
Assumptions

A. Provider or site level
Number of pre-K classrooms at the site (N)

4

5

3

Number of pre-K students per classroom (N)

20

22

18

Years to amortize up-front costs (N)

5

6

4

2,000

1,000

3,000

500

250

750

One-time cost of curriculum materials per classroom
Basic package ($)
Supplemental materials ($)
Initial training for program staff
Site curriculum director off-site training days (N)

20

15

25

Daily fee for off-site training ($)

275

175

375

Fee for two-day on-site training of other staff ($)

5,000

2,500

7,500

Lead teacher on-site and online training days (N)

4

2

6

Assistant teacher on-site and online training days
(N)

4

2

6

Site director FTE (N)

0.10

0.05

0.15

Site curriculum director FTE (N)

0.50

0.40

0.60

30

20

40

Ongoing implementation

Lead teacher annual coaching hours (N)
Assistant teacher annual coaching hours (N)

30

20

40

Annual curriculum materials per classroom ($)

250

200

300

B. System level
Pre-K enrollment in the system (N)

25,000

40,000

10,000

State-level curriculum administrator FTE (N)

0.75

1.0

0.50

State-level curriculum support staff FTE (N)

0.75

1.0

0.50

60

40

80

Annual coaching hours per classroom (N)
NOTE: Dollar values are for 2019.

We made the following other key assumptions:
•
•

•

Site scale: The base case assumes a pre-K site (school- or center-based) with four
classrooms of 20 students each. A somewhat larger site with larger class size is assumed
for the lower-cost assumptions, while the reverse is true for the higher-cost assumptions.
System scale: Of the five state-level systems (pooling the two Oregon systems), pre-K
enrollment ranges from about 10,000 children in Oregon and Washington to 40,000
children in Michigan and Oklahoma. Assuming that there are some economies of scale in
system-level administrative costs, we assume that a system with 40,000 pre-K students
will generate lower per-child costs compared with a system with 10,000 students. The
base case assumes an enrollment of 25,000 students.
Curriculum purchase cost: We assume a classroom curriculum package that ranges
from $1,000 to $3,000, with $2,000 as the price under the base case. This is consistent
with the price range for the major curricula that we investigated. We also assume that
some supplemental materials (e.g., specialized booklets) are purchased up front and that
curriculum-related materials and supplies are replenished on an annual basis.
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•

•

•

•

Up-front training: We assume that a curriculum director at the site level attends a
multiweek off-site training program to become skilled with the implementation of the
curriculum. Training time and travel costs are included for this training, as is a training
fee from the curriculum publisher. We also assume that a two-day on-site training is held
for all other staff, as relevant.
Ongoing administrative support: Given their intensive training on the curriculum, we
assume that curriculum directors devote a portion of their time to ongoing on-site
implementation of the curriculum, including by observing classroom staff, providing
feedback, and guiding their improvement. Time is also included for the overall site
director to attend to administrative matters related to the curriculum.
Ongoing coaching time: We assume that a master teacher or coach who is paid for at the
system level comes on-site to work with classroom staff. We assume that one coach
works with both the classroom lead teacher and assistant teacher. The base case assumes
30 hours of coaching on the curriculum per year for each lead and assistant teacher pair,
which is equivalent to just less than one hour per week of coaching over a 36-week
academic year. For every hour of coaching time in the classroom, we assume one
additional hour for coaches to prepare, review, and document their work.
System-level costs: At the system level, we assume that a full-time (or less than fulltime, depending on the system scale) administrator is focused on issues pertaining to the
selection and implementation of the pre-K curriculum. We assume an equivalent amount
of time from system-level support staff. The costs for the coaches are included at this
level.

In each of these areas, where personnel are involved, we value their time based on their
annual pay and benefits (see Table B.2), recognizing that staff time to engage in up-front and
ongoing training and coaching represents an opportunity cost in terms of the other uses of their
time. Even if these staff were paid for those hours in the absence of implementing the
curriculum, some of the staff training would take them away from their classrooms. If that
occurred during their regular day, substitutes would need to be hired. If it occurred outside their
usual daily responsibilities (e.g., on a weekend or during a summer training session), the staff
would need to be compensated for their time.
Quality Curriculum: Per-Child Cost Estimates
The per-child cost estimates that result from the assumptions discussed in the previous
section are reported in Table C.4. The total estimate is disaggregated in two ways: first, by the
level at which the costs are incurred (classroom, site, or system) and second, by whether the
costs represent expenditures for the curriculum and training fees; the value of staff time at the
provider level, which is already incorporated into our per-child cost estimate (presented in
Appendix B); or the value of staff time at the system level.
Under the base-case assumption, we estimate the per-child cost of adopting and
implementing a quality curriculum to be close to $1,500 per child, with the bulk of that cost
accruing at the site level—i.e., the personnel cost for the site curriculum director, a staff position
that is assumed in our high-quality provider-level model. The outlays for the curriculum
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materials and training fees represent about $300 per child. The remainder consists of the value of
staff time at the provider level, which is already incorporated into our per-child cost estimate
(e.g., time for the director, curriculum [assistant] director, and classroom staff), and the value of
staff time at the system level. The costs that are not already incorporated into our provider-level
model include the purchase of the curriculum and supplementary materials, the training fees and
travel costs, and the system-level salaries and benefits for the coaches and administrative staff.
Table C.4. Quality Curriculum: Per-Child Annual Cost Estimates for a Base Case and Under
Alternative Assumptions (2019 dollars)

Indicator
Per-child cost, by level

Base-Case
Assumptions

Lower-Cost
Assumptions

Higher-Cost
Assumptions

Classroom level

388

225

604

Site level

895

470

1,722

System level
Total
Per-child cost, by type
Provider: curriculum and training fees
Provider: value of staff time
System: value of staff time
Total

197

120

293

1,480

815

2,619

269

149

459

1,014

546

1,867

197

120

293

1,480

815

2,619

With lower-cost assumptions, the per-child cost drops by almost half, to about $800 per child
with about $150 per child in additional provider costs and $120 in system-level staff time. At the
other extreme, with higher-cost assumptions, the per-child costs nearly double over the base
case, with about $460 per child in additional provider costs and $300 in system-level staff time.
It is important to keep in mind that these alternative assumptions adopt changes in the key
assumptions in favor of lower costs or higher costs. This heightens the contrast.

Child-Level Screener
State and local early childhood systems are increasingly implementing universal child-level
screenings for children from birth to age five to support the early identification of children with
or at risk of developmental delays. The tools do not produce a diagnosis but instead indicate
whether a referral to a specialist is required for further assessment. Such screenings may take
place in a pediatrician’s office as part of a well-child visit or be conducted by an early childhood
provider soon after enrollment. For example, the federal Head Start Program Performance
Standards require a screening in the first 45 days after a child enrolls in the program (45 C.F.R.
Ch. 13, 2016). Research-based standardized screener tools typically collect information through
direct observation of the child by the professional, combined with parent responses to a
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structured questionnaire about their child’s development in such domains as language,
movement, thinking, behavior, and emotions. Such screenings are recommended by the
American Academy of Pediatrics for all children at ages nine months, 18 months, and 24 months
and at ages four and five, when attention disorders become more evident (Lipkin et al., 2020).
Most state and local quality rating and improvement systems (QRISs) require universal screening
for early childhood education programs to achieve higher ratings (Quality Compendium,
undated). For example, a three-star (top-tier) rating in Oregon’s QRIS requires a screening
within 45 days of enrollment using the Ages and Stages Questionnaire (ASQ), which is probably
the most commonly used screening tool. Other tools include Brigance Preschool Screen,
Developmental Indicators for the Assessment of Learning (DIAL–4), and Early Screening
Inventory–Third Edition (ESI–3). Six systems examined in this study require a screening as part
of their publicly funded pre-K programs; Oklahoma was the exception (see Table C.5).
When we estimated the per-child cost for child-level screener tools in publicly funded pre-K
settings, we found similar issues to those identified in the previous section; specifically, a lack of
evidence-based practices to guide assumptions about the resources required for implementation.
Compared with child-level formative assessments, which we discuss in the next section, screener
tools are designed to be less time-intensive, and screenings are typically performed one time, at
program entry. Thus, we adopt assumptions that are consistent with this expectation but are
otherwise similar to those that we make later for child-level formative assessments.
Child-Level Screener: Resources Needed
As we did when considering the addition of a research-based curriculum, we estimate the
marginal add-on cost for incorporating a screener tool, accounting for the following resources:
•

at the provider level:
- the purchase of the screener tool and relevant materials
- time for a program leader (assumed to be the site curriculum director) who is
responsible for managing and monitoring the implementation of the screener tool and
coordinating referrals based on the screening results
- time for training at the time of adoption for the site curriculum director and classroom
staff (teachers and assistants)

•

at the system level:
- time for administrative staff for oversight of the screener tool selection and
implementation.
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Table C.5. Child-Level Screener: Features of State-Funded Pre-K Programs in the Focal Pre-K Systems
(2018–2019 academic year)

Pre-K Program Component
Screener required

Boston
UPK

Michigan
GSRP

Oklahoma
UPK

Oregon
Pre-K*

Oregon
Preschool
Promise*

Tennessee
VPK*

Washington
ECEAP*

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Approved tools
—
—
—
—
—
ü
ü
ASQ
SOURCE: Friedman-Krauss et al., 2020; CityHealth and the National Institute for Early Education Research, 2019. To supplement those sources, we reviewed the
websites of the pre-K systems.
* Indicates PPI pre-K systems.
— Indicates not applicable.
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The pricing for various screener tools is as complicated as the costs for a curriculum. After
reviewing publisher pricing information, we found that it is most common for publishers to
charge a per-classroom fee for a toolkit and a per-child fee for the use of the tool and associated
software.5 For the tools that disclose the toolkit cost, the range is from $200 per kit for ESI–3 to
about $500 per kit for the Brigance Preschool Screens. The ASQ falls in between, at about $300
per kit. We adopt a range of $100 to $500 per kit, where the former implies a negotiated
discount. The per-child costs for the use of the tool range from $2 (ESI–3) to $5 (Brigance).
Training options range from online courses with accompanying manuals that cost about $100 per
trainee to one- to three-day off-site training workshops for about $2,000 per day per participant,
where the longer session is to train trainers. The time to administer the screener tools ranges
from about 15 to 45 minutes per child. We assume 30 minutes per child in the base case, with
one screening per year.
Child-Level Screener: Assumptions to Model the per-Child Cost
Table C.6 summarizes the key assumptions in our estimate of the per-child cost of child-level
screeners, following a similar structure to that of the curriculum assumptions (see Table C.3).
These estimates are assumed to be the marginal cost for the child screener tool license and
materials, the one-time training cost, the per-child cost for the screener tool, and the time of
program administrators. (Unlike both the curriculum assumptions and the assumptions for
formative assessment, which we discuss next, we do not assume a need for ongoing classroom
support through the site curriculum director or through professional coaching for child-level
screeners.) The marginal cost approach is also adopted for the system-level resources.
Child-Level Screener: Estimates of the per-Child Cost
Table C.7 presents the results for the estimated per-child cost of an annual child-level
screener; it follows the same format as Table C.4, with results for the base case and the two
alternative bounding estimates based on lower-cost and higher-cost assumptions. With the basecase assumptions, we estimate a total per-child cost for a screening of about $275. This per-child
estimate ranges from a low of about $135 to a high of about $645. However, as we noted in our
per-child estimates for a quality curriculum, this estimate includes the value of staff time that is
already part of our provider-level per-child pre-K estimate. Thus, the incremental cash outlay for
resources that are not already accounted for amounts to $22 per child in the base case and a range
of $6 to $65 with the more-extreme assumptions.

5

Assessments may be administered using paper forms and hand scoring or using an electronic device (e.g., a tablet)
or an online portal. The software produces summary reports for each child from the resulting database.
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Table C.6. Child-Level Screener: Base-Case and Alternative Assumptions for Cost Estimates

Resource

Base-Case
Assumptions

Lower-Cost
Assumptions

Higher-Cost
Assumptions

A. Provider or site level
Number of pre-K classrooms at the site (N)

4

5

3

Number of pre-K students per classroom (N)

20

22

18

Years to amortize up-front costs (N)

5

6

4

300

100

500

2

1

3

One-time cost of assessment materials per classroom
Basic package ($)
Initial training for program staff
Site curriculum director off-site training days (N)
Daily fee for off-site training ($)

2,000

1,000

3,000

Fee for online training of other staff ($)

200

100

300

Lead teacher online training hours (N)

8

6

10

Assistant teacher online training hours (N)

8

6

10

Site director FTE (N)

0.05

0.05

0.05

Site curriculum director FTE (N)

0.10

0.05

0.15

Assessment license per child per year ($)

3.50

2.00

5.00

Annual assessment hours per child (N)

0.50

0.25

0.75

25,000

40,000

10,000

State-level curriculum administrator FTE (N)

0.05

0.05

0.05

State-level curriculum support staff FTE (N)
NOTE: Dollar values are for 2019.

0.05

0.05

0.05

Ongoing implementation

B. System level
Pre-K enrollment in the system (N)

Table C.7. Child-Level Screener: Per-Child Annual Cost Estimates for a Base Case and Under
Alternative Assumptions (2019 dollars)

Indicator
Per-child cost, by level

Base-Case
Assumptions

Classroom level

Lower-Cost
Assumptions

Higher-Cost
Assumptions

46

22

75

Site level

232

114

570

System level

<1

<1

<1

Total

278

136

646

Per-child cost, by type
Provider: tool and training fees

22

6

65

Provider: value of staff time

257

130

581

System: value of staff time

<1

<1

<1

Total

278

136

646
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Child-Level Formative Assessment
The use of child-level developmental assessments can serve multiple purposes in early
childhood care and learning settings (Zellman and Karoly, 2012). Arguably most importantly,
the use of a formative assessment allows teachers and caregivers to track a child’s developmental
progress and facilitates individualized instruction that is tailored to advance a child’s learning. A
requirement for using such a formative assessment tool is incorporated into many QRISs as a
standard to achieve one of the top tiers (Quality Compendium, undated). The seven systems
covered in this appendix and in the main report are in line with this trend. With the exception of
Oklahoma, the systems all require formative assessments of children in their publicly funded preK programs (see Table C.8). Most require at least three such assessments per year using trained
assessors who reach a standard of reliability in the ratings they produce.
Estimating the per-child cost for these child assessments required confronting the same
challenges identified in the previous sections—specifically, a lack of evidence-based practices to
guide assumptions about the resources required for implementing a child-level formative
assessment. One advantage is that child-level formative assessment tools usually go hand in hand
with a curriculum. For example, Teaching Strategies GOLD is designed for use with Creative
Curriculum, while HighScope Child Observation Record (COR) Advantage is tied to the
HighScope curriculum. These two tools are used by several of our focal systems, along with
other tools (Table C.8). For this reason, we adopted a similar approach to that in the previous
sections in terms of specifying a set of assumptions and examining sensitivity to those
parameters.
Child-Level Formative Assessment: Resources Needed
We took a similar approach to the one we described in the sections on the previous quality
components when making assumptions about the resource requirements for adding child-level
formative assessments to a pre-K program. In particular, we assume that the program has already
adopted and implemented a quality curriculum or that a curriculum and assessment tool are
implemented simultaneously. Thus, we consider the marginal add-on cost for the formative
assessment, again accounting for the following resources:
•

at the provider level:
- the purchase of the formative assessment tool and relevant materials
- time for the site curriculum director, who is responsible for the implementation and
monitoring of the assessment
- time for training at the time of adoption for the site curriculum director and classroom
staff (e.g., teachers and assistants)
- time for classroom staff for ongoing coaching or professional development to
improve their use of the formative assessment tool
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Table C.8. Child-Level Formative Assessment: Features of State-Funded Pre-K Programs in the Focal Pre-K Systems
(2018–2019 academic year)

Pre-K Program Component

Boston
UPK

Michigan
GSRP

Oklahoma
UPK

Oregon
Pre-K*

Oregon
Preschool
Promise*

Tennessee
VPK*

Washington
ECEAP*

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Multiple

Multiple

—

Multiple

At least 3

Multiple

3

Assessor required to be trained

Unknown

Yes

—

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Assessor required to be reliable

Unknown

No

—

Yes

No

No

Yes

Required to do assessment
Number of assessments per
year

Approved tools
Assessment, Evaluation
and Programming System
Expressive Vocabulary
Test
Growth Portfolio Model
HighScope COR
Advantage
Phonological Awareness
Literacy Screening
Pre-K Rubric and Progress
Report

—
ü

ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Teaching Strategies GOLD

ü

Work Sampling

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
ü
Other (approved)
SOURCE: Friedman-Krauss et al., 2020; CityHealth and the National Institute for Early Education Research, 2019. To supplement those sources, we reviewed the
websites of the pre-K systems.
* Indicates PPI pre-K systems.
— Indicates not applicable.
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•

at the system level:
- time for administrative staff for oversight of the selection and implementation of the
formative assessment tool
- time and expenses for coaching staff to improve site-level classroom practice in the
use of the formative assessment tool.

The costs of various formative assessment tools are as complex as those for a curriculum or
screener tool. As was the case for screener tools, the available pricing information from
publishers for assessment tools shows both a per-classroom fee for a toolkit and a per-child fee
for the use of the tool and software.6 Where price information is reported, the range is from $200
per kit for Teaching Strategies GOLD to $300 per kit for the ASQ. HighScope COR Advantage
falls in between, at $225 per kit. We assume a range of $100 to $300 per kit, where the former
implies a negotiated discount. The per-child costs to use the tool range from $10 (Teaching
Strategies GOLD when discounted) to $15 (Teaching Strategies GOLD list price). In terms of
training, options include off-site workshops, on-site training by qualified trainers, and online
courses that run from $150 for a 10-hour course (Teaching Strategies GOLD) to $275 for a 12hour course (HighScope COR Advantage). There is little information about the time per child to
administer one of the standard formative assessments. We assume one hour per child in the base
case and four assessments per year.
Child-Level Formative Assessment: Assumptions to Model the per-Child Cost
Table C.9 summarizes the resulting assumptions to develop our estimate of the per-child cost
of child-level formative assessments. As we did in the previous sections, we assume the marginal
costs—on top of those required to have a curriculum—for the child formative assessment tool
license and materials, the one-time training cost, the per-child cost for the assessment tool, and
the costs of ongoing classroom support through the site curriculum director and professional
coaching. The marginal cost approach is also adopted for the system-level resources.

6

Assessments are often administered using an electronic device (e.g., a tablet) or an online portal. The software
produces summary data at the child or class level from the resulting database.
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Table C.9. Child-Level Formative Assessment: Base-Case and Alternative Assumptions for Cost
Estimates
Base-Case
Assumptions

Lower-Cost
Assumptions

Higher-Cost
Assumptions

A. Provider or site level
Number of pre-K classrooms at the site (N)

4

5

3

Number of pre-K students per classroom (N)

20

22

18

Years to amortize up-front costs (N)

5

6

4

200

100

300

Resource

One-time cost of assessment materials per classroom
Basic package ($)
Initial training for program staff
3

2

5

275

175

375

Fee for half-day on-site training of other staff ($)

1,000

500

1,500

Fee for online training course per classroom ($)

350

200

500

12

10

16

12

10

16

Site director FTE (N)

0.05

0.05

0.05

Site curriculum director FTE (N)

0.20

0.10

0.30

Lead teacher annual coaching hours (N)

6

4

8

Assistant teacher annual coaching hours (N)

6

4

8

Assessment license per child per year ($)

12

8

16

Annual assessment hours per child (N)

4

3

5

Site curriculum director off-site training days (N)
Daily fee for off-site training ($)

Lead teacher on-site and online training hours (N)
Assistant teacher on-site and online training hours
(N)
Ongoing implementation

B. System level
Pre-K enrollment in the system (N)

25,000

40,000

10,000

State-level curriculum administrator FTE (N)

0.10

0.10

0.10

State-level curriculum support staff FTE (N)

0.10

0.10

0.10

12

8

16

Annual coaching hours per classroom (N)
NOTE: Dollar values are for 2019.

Child-Level Formative Assessment: Estimates of the per-Child Cost
Table C.10 presents the results for the estimated per-child cost of a child-level formative
assessment, with results for the base case and the two alternative bounding estimates based on
lower-cost and higher-cost assumptions. In the base case, we estimate a total per-child cost for a
child-level formative assessment of about $680, with the largest cost component being the sitelevel costs (as before, for the curriculum director). This cost estimate ranges from $390 per child
to about $1,170 per child. However, as in our previous estimates, this per-child estimate includes
the value of provider-level staff time that is already part of our site-level per-child pre-K
estimate. Thus, the incremental outlay for resources that are not already accounted for amounts
to about $25 per child in the base case at the provider level and about $40 at the system level.
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Table C.10. Child-Level Formative Assessment: Per-Child Annual Cost Estimates for a Base Case
and Under Alternative Assumptions (2019 dollars)

Indicator
Per-child cost, by level

Base-Case
Assumptions

Lower-Cost
Assumptions

Higher-Cost
Assumptions

Classroom level

282

204

369

Site level

360

162

746

39

24

59

682

390

1,173

24

12

46

Provider: value of staff time

619

354

1,068

System: value of staff time

39

24

59

682

390

1,173

System level
Total
Per-child cost, by type
Provider: tool and training fees

Total

Independent Child-Level Summative Assessment
As states have increased their investment in publicly funded pre-K programs, their pre-K
programs have become the focus of formal summative evaluations to assess the causal impact on
school readiness and later outcomes (Karoly and Auger, 2016). These evaluations have been
motivated by findings of short- and longer-term impacts from an earlier generation of mostly
small-scale model pre-K programs that showed favorable effects on short- and longer-term
outcomes (Karoly, Kilburn, and Cannon, 2005). Whether those findings are replicated when
programs are publicly funded and brought to scale has been at issue. Of the seven systems we
examined, all but the two systems in Oregon have had at least one rigorous evaluation of their
pre-K programs. As shown in Table C.11, these evaluations have included one randomized
control trial (RCT) design (Tennessee) and several other quasi-experimental (QE) designs, the
most common of which is a regression discontinuity (RD) design. With the exception of the
Washington ECEAP evaluation, which used state student-level achievement tests as the
outcome, these studies have been based on a sample of pre-K and non–pre-K participants (from
600 to about 2,000 cases in total). Collecting outcome measures for a sample of pre-K
participants rather than the universe of participating children has been driven by the cost of
conducting independent assessments of children’s development in multiple domains at the time
of kindergarten entry. Furthermore, the evaluations have been conducted on a periodic basis
rather than annually.
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Table C.11. Child-Level Summative Assessment: Features of State-Funded Pre-K Programs in the Focal Pre-K Systems
(2018–2019 academic year)

Pre-K Program Component
Ever assessed the impact of
pre-K program on child
outcomes
Cohorts of last evaluation
Evaluation design
Number of children assessed
(approximate)
Domains of child development
examined
Language and literacy

Boston
UPK

Michigan
GSRP

Oklahoma
UPK

Oregon
Pre-K*

Oregon
Preschool
Promise*

Tennessee
VPK*

Washington
ECEAP*

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

2008

2004

2002 (Tulsa)
2004 (state)

—

—

2009–2010

2003–2008

QE (RD)

QE (RD)

QE (RD)

—

—

RCT,
QE (RD)

QE (IV)

2,020

630

1,280 (Tulsa)
840 (state)

—

—

3,000 (RCT)
1,100 (QE)

—a

—

—

ü

ü

ü

Vocabulary

ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Mathematics

ü

ü

ü

ü

Behavior

ü

ü

Socioemotional

ü

ü

SOURCE: Karoly and Auger, 2016.
NOTE: IV = instrumental variables estimation.
* Indicates PPI pre-K systems.
— Indicates not applicable.
a
The study used school administrative records to measure academic achievement at grade 5. Records for about 30,000 students were analyzed.
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When an experimental or rigorous QE design is employed, these evaluation studies point to
evidence of the effectiveness of a pre-K program on average and suggest areas for further
improvement. To date, and consistent with recommendations from Zellman and Karoly (2012),
child-level assessments have not been used for the purposes of measuring the effectiveness of
specific providers or classroom teachers in these programs. Rather, as Zellman and Karoly
(2012) point out, using child-level developmental assessments for evaluating programs,
classrooms, or teachers is problematic for several reasons. One reason is the cost of collecting
data for children at these ages. They must be individually assessed by trained personnel for at
least two points in time (e.g., fall and spring) using time-consuming direct assessment methods.
Other issues include concerns with measurement error, concerns about reliable assessors, and the
challenges of controlling for all relevant confounding factors to attribute some portion of child
developmental gains to the pre-K program. The controversy in kindergarten through grade 12
education with the use of value-added methods to assess schools, classrooms, and teachers
revolves around these same issues, which are only magnified in the pre-K context.
Child-Level Summative Assessment: Resources Needed
Although we recognize that child-level assessments to support summative evaluation could
be conducted using a sample of pre-K participants and nonparticipants on a periodic basis, we
base our per-child estimate of this quality element on the assumptions that all children are
assessed annually. The resulting per-child estimate can be proportionally reduced based on the
frequency with which summative evaluations are conducted and the share of the population of
pre-K participants that would need to be assessed to attain a desired sample size. We also assume
an RD design, one of the most rigorous QE methods available in this context. Drawing on the
evaluation literature for other publicly funded pre-K program evaluations, we account for the
following resources:
•

at the provider level:
- time for the program director and classroom staff to coordinate with the independent
assessors to come on site and assess the children in the program, including time for
the process of obtaining parental consent
- time for the program director and classroom staff on the day(s) that the assessments
take place

•

at the system level:
- time for administrative staff for oversight of the classroom assessments and the
evaluation
- time and expenses for assessor staff to conduct the child-level assessments at the preK sites across the jurisdiction
- time for an independent evaluator to analyze the information collected using rigorous
methods.
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We assume that children are assessed in multiple developmental domains using multiple
research-based assessment tools. We assume that these assessments require 45 minutes to
conduct on average per child under the base-case assumptions.
Child-Level Summative Assessment: Assumptions to Model the per-Child Cost
We summarize the following key assumptions we made in generating an estimate of the perchild cost of an annual, universal, independent child-level summative assessment in Table C.12:
•
•
•
•

Across all scenarios, we assume that all children will be assessed, although the rate of
parental consent is assumed to vary.
According to field experience, a trained assessor can complete 20 child-level assessments
per week, which allows for time for vacation, sick time, traveling, scheduling, and
rescheduling. We use this estimate as our base case.
We assume that the state has a cadre of trained independent assessors. Thus, we do not
account for the first-time training cost of the assessors.
We assume that the state contracts with an independent research team to conduct the data
analysis and prepare a report. That team is not responsible for data collection.

Table C.12. Child-Level Summative Assessment: Base-Case and Alternative Assumptions for Cost
Estimates
Base-Case
Assumptions

Lower-Cost
Assumptions

Higher-Cost
Assumptions

A. Provider or site level
Number of pre-K classrooms at the site (N)

4

5

3

Number of pre-K students per classroom (N)

20

22

18

Number of times children are assessed per year (N)

2

2

2

Resource

Number of children eligible to be assessed each time

All

All

All

Rate of parental consent (%)

50

40

60

Site director FTE (N)

0.02

0.01

0.03

Site curriculum director FTE (N)

Implementation
0.04

0.03

0.06

Lead teacher annual hours to support (N)

16

12

20

Assistant teacher annual hours to support (N)

16

12

20

B. System level
Pre-K enrollment in the system (N)

25,000

40,000

10,000

State-level quality administrator FTE (N)

0.05

0.04

0.06

State-level quality support staff FTE (N)

0.05

0.04

0.06

Cost of assessment materials per child

10

5

15

Number of children assessed per week, per assessor
(N)
Number of assessors for every supervisor (N)

20

25

15

5

5

5

$200,000

$150,000

$300,000

Cost of analysis by independent assessor
NOTE: Dollar values are for 2019.
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Child-Level Summative Assessment: Estimates of the per-Child Cost
The results of the cost analysis are shown in Table C.13 for the per-child costs of conducting
an annual, universal, independent child-level summative assessment. The table has the same
format as those of the earlier estimates (Tables C.4, C.7, and C.10). Under the base-case
assumptions, the per-child estimate is about $260, with a range of about $160 to $460 under the
lower- and higher-cost assumptions, respectively. With this quality element, the provider is
assumed not to have any costs associated with the tool (child-level summative assessments) but
does incur costs for staff time to prepare for and host the independent assessors (about $150 per
child, under the base-case assumptions). At the system level, there is the cost of both the tools
and the evaluation, along with the time for the state-provided independent assessors. The bulk of
the per-child cost remains in the value of the time of provider-level staff.
Table C.13. Child-Level Summative Assessment: Per-Child Annual Cost Estimates for the Base
Case and Under Alternative Assumptions (2019 dollars)

Indicator
Per-child cost, by level

Base-Case
Assumptions

Lower-Cost
Assumptions

Higher-Cost
Assumptions

Classroom level

78

52

110

Site level

87

41

194

96

67

156

262

159

460

System level
Total
Per-child cost, by type
Provider: tool and training fees

0

0

0

Provider: value of staff time

156

88

289

System: tool and evaluation

18

9

45

System: value of staff time

88

63

126

262

159

460

Total

Classroom Quality Assessment
In the past decade, assessments of classroom quality in early care and education settings have
become institutionalized as part of state and local QRISs. However, such assessments may be
used outside of a QRIS as a tool to support quality improvement more generally, whether it is
managed internally or externally. The seven systems we studied are consistent in their emphasis
on the use of a quality assessment tool. With the exception of Boston UPK and Oklahoma UPK,
the systems we examined all require participation in the statewide QRIS (see Table C.14). For
most of these systems, the QRIS rating is used to determine which providers meet the quality
standard that is required for delivering the publicly funded pre-K program. These assessments
are required as often as every year or with a longer interval, such as every three years. All
classrooms at a site or a random subset of classrooms may be assessed; most assessments require
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that assessors be certified as reliable. Among the most commonly used classroom quality
assessment tools are the Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS) and the Early
Childhood Environmental Rating Scale (ECERS), both of which are used by a subset of the focal
pre-K systems. In estimating the cost per child for adding classroom assessment as part of a
high-quality publicly funded pre-K program, we assume that this approach is supported at the
system level but is independent of a QRIS.7
Classroom Assessment: Resources Needed
As a result of QRISs, there is a wealth of information about experiences with the
implementation of classroom assessments on a large scale and their associated resource
requirements (e.g., National Center on Child Care Quality Improvement, 2014). Drawing on that
literature and best practices, we account for the following resources:
•

at the provider level:
- the purchase of the classroom assessment tool and other relevant materials as a
resource for program staff
- time for the site curriculum director, who is responsible for monitoring the results of
classroom assessments and for improving quality where shortfalls are identified
- time for training at the time of adoption for the site curriculum director and classroom
staff (e.g., teachers and assistants)
- time for classroom staff to participate in the classroom assessment (e.g., preparing for
the observation visit, answering questions directed to classroom staff)
- time for classroom staff for ongoing coaching or professional development to
improve their scores on the classroom assessment tool

•

at the system level:
- time for administrative staff for oversight of the selection and implementation of the
classroom assessment tool
- time and expenses for assessor staff to conduct the classroom assessments at the preK sites across the jurisdiction
- time and expenses for coaching staff to improve site-level classroom practice based
on areas of weakness identified by the classroom assessment.

We assume that one assessment tool is selected (e.g., the CLASS or the ECERS, not both).
As we did with the curriculum and child formative and summative assessments, we rely on
information from publishers regarding the cost to acquire resources related to the classroom
assessment tool. We focus especially on the CLASS and ECERS.

7

This means that we do not account for the full slate of resources that are required to operate a QRIS.
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Table C.14. Classroom Quality Assessment: Features of State-Funded Pre-K Programs in the Focal Pre-K Systems
(2018–2019 academic year)
Oregon
Preschool
Promise*

Michigan
GSRP

Oklahoma
UPK

Oregon
Pre-K*

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

—

3–5 stars
(of 5)

—

No

4–5 stars
(of 5)

Level 3
(top rating)a

4–5 stars
(of 5)

Number of assessments per
year

Annually

2 or more

1 or more

Locally
determined

Locally
determined

1

Every 3 years

Which classrooms assessed

Unknown

2 or more

All

Locally
determined

Locally
determined

All

All

Assessor required to be reliable

Unknown

Yes

Yes

Yes

In process

Yes

Yes

ü

Pre-K Program Component
Pre-K providers are in QRIS
Required QRIS rating

Boston
UPK

Tennessee
VPK*

Washington
ECEAP*

Approved tools
CLASS

ü

ü

ECERS-3

ü

ü

Early Language and
Literacy Classroom
Observation
Program Quality
Assessment
Other

ü
ü

ü
üb
SOURCE: Friedman-Krauss et al., 2020; CityHealth and the National Institute for Early Education Research, 2019. To supplement those sources, we reviewed the
websites of the pre-K systems.
* Indicates PPI pre-K systems.
— Indicates not applicable.
a
Applies to non–school-based programs only.
b
Oklahoma uses the Marzano Focus Framework and Tulsa Teacher Leader Effectiveness.
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Classroom Assessment: Assumptions to Model the per-Child Cost
In this section, we summarize the key assumptions we made in generating an estimate of the
per-child cost of classroom assessment. Our approach is similar to that in the previous two
sections. The following key assumptions are made in Table C.15:
•
•

•
•

Across all assumption scenarios, we assume that all classrooms will be assessed.
According to field experience, a trained assessor can complete 3.5 ECERS assessments
per week, which allows for time for vacation, sick time, traveling, scheduling, and
rescheduling (National Center on Child Care Quality Improvement, 2014). The
comparable figure for the CLASS is five assessments per week. We use these estimates
as our upper and lower bounds, respectively, with four assessments per week assumed in
the base case.
We assume that providers train their staff in the knowledge and use of the classroom
assessment tool, but not to the level at which they would reach reliability and be qualified
to be a certified assessor.
We assume that the state has a cadre of trained independent assessors. Thus, we do not
account for the first-time training cost of independent assessors.

Classroom Assessment: Estimates of the per-Child Cost
The results of the cost analysis for the per-child cost of using a classroom assessment are
shown in Table C.16. The table has the same format as the earlier estimates (Tables C.4, C.7,
C.10, and C.13). According to the base-case assumptions, the estimated per-child cost of a
classroom assessment is about $550, with a lower-bound estimate of about $270 and $1,030 per
child as the upper-bound estimate. As with the two previous results, the estimates in Table C.16
show staff time that is included in the site-level per-child pre-K cost estimate presented in
Appendix B and in the main report. When we focus on the added costs of provider tool and
training fees and system-level staffing, we estimate about $120 per child ($11 plus $107) for
implementing a classroom assessment two times per year and a range of about $60 ($5 plus $58)
to $200 ($25 plus $170).
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Table C.15. Classroom Assessment: Base-Case and Alternative Assumptions for Cost Estimates

Resource

Base-Case
Assumptions

Lower-Cost
Assumptions

Higher-Cost
Assumptions

A. Provider or site level
Number of pre-K classrooms at the site (N)

4

5

3

Number of pre-K students per classroom (N)

20

22

18

Years to amortize up-front costs (N)

5

6

4

Number of times classrooms are assessed per year (N)
Number of classrooms that are assessed each time

2

1

3

All (4)

All (5)

All (3)

225

100

350

2

2

2

One-time cost of assessment materials per classroom
Basic package ($)
Initial training for program staff
Site curriculum director off-site training days (N)
Daily fee for off-site training ($)

400

300

500

Fee for half-day on-site training of other staff ($)

1,000

500

1,500

Fee for online training course per classroom ($)

350

200

500

Lead teacher on-site and online training hours (N)

12

10

16

Assistant teacher on-site and online training hours
(N)
Ongoing implementation

12

10

16

Site director FTE (N)

0.05

0.05

0.05

Site curriculum director FTE (N)

0.20

0.10

0.30

Lead teacher annual coaching hours (N)

12

8

16

Assistant teacher annual coaching hours (N)

12

8

16

Lead teacher annual assessment hours (N)

4

2

6

Assistant teacher annual assessment hours (N)

2

1

3

25,000

40,000

10,000

State-level quality administrator FTE (N)

0.10

0.10

0.10

State-level quality support staff FTE (N)

0.10

0.10

0.10

4

5

3.5

B. System level
Pre-K enrollment in the system (N)

Number of rooms assessed per week per assessor (N)
Number of assessors for every supervisor (N)

5

5

5

Annual coaching hours per classroom (N)

24

16

32

NOTE: Dollar values are for 2019.
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Table C.16. Classroom Assessment: Per-Child Annual Cost Estimates for the Base Case and
Under Alternative Assumptions (2019 dollars)

Indicator
Per-child cost, by level

Base-Case
Assumptions

Classroom level

Lower-Cost
Assumptions

Higher-Cost
Assumptions

81

46

130

Site level

358

163

731

System level

107

58

170

Total

546

267

1,031

Per-child cost, by type
Provider: tool and training fees

11

5

25

Provider: value of staff time

428

205

836

System: value of staff time

107

58

170

Total

546

267

1,031

Additional Considerations
The preceding sections provide initial estimates of the per-child cost for each of five quality
components for publicly funded pre-K programs. These estimates are based on assumptions that,
in most cases, represent current practice in at least some publicly funded pre-K programs that are
operating in states or districts throughout the United States. Even so, there may be additional
considerations beyond per-child cost when instituting the quality elements considered in this
appendix.
We draw particular attention to logistical challenges that may arise with the assumed level of
activity. For example, we assume that the child-level summative assessments are conducted
annually in fall and spring for all enrolled children in the publicly funded program. If there is no
need to obtain parental consent, this could be a large undertaking, depending on the size of the
jurisdiction. For example, under our base case assumption, system-level enrollment is assumed
to be 25,000 children, which falls between the enrollment in Tennessee and Michigan, which
represent about 18,000 children and 37,000 children, respectively. Even by assuming, as we do,
that parental consent is required and that the consent rate is 50 percent, about 12,500 children
would need to be assessed over a short period in the fall and again in the spring to capture an
interval that is long enough to measure child learning gains. In some jurisdictions, it may be
challenging to hire and train a sufficient number of independent assessors for this short period
two times per year. For this reason, along with the aggregate cost of the direct assessment of so
many preschool-age children, most summative evaluations of state or district pre-K programs to
date have been based on a sample of several thousand children, which is a sufficient sample size
for most rigorous QE evaluation methods.
Similar considerations arise with the assumption of assessing all classrooms two times per
year, as we do in our base case. Again, such an effort may create logistical challenges in hiring
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and training qualified staff. For this reason, in most state QRISs, classroom assessments are
conducted less frequently and often for just a sample of classrooms at each site. These feasibility
issues might be addressed if child summative assessment and classroom assessment could be
done throughout the academic year by the same workforce, thereby keeping qualified assessors
fully employed in that role.
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Appendix D. Provider Interview Protocol

In this appendix, we provide the complete cost survey and interview protocol. This document
shows the generic version of the instruments and is unedited.
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Reset

Provider ID:

The RAND Quality Pre-K Cost Study
Initial Interview Protocol
Screener:
Date of Screening:
INTRODUCTION:
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the RAND Quality Pre-K Cost Study. The RAND Corporation is
conducting the study with funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. The goal of the study is to
understand the cost of administering the State-Funded PreK program, and similar programs in other
states and districts. To do so, RAND will be collecting information on the structure of pre-K programs
and the expenditures associated with operating a program. By “program,” we are referring to a specific
school-based publicly funded pre-K program or a community-based center which offers the publicly funded pre-K
program. In your case, this is _____________________

We’ll spend about 30 mins speaking today so I can learn some basic information about your program.
Then we’ll talk about next steps for collecting more detailed information. As a reminder, your
participation in the study is completely voluntary and will not affect participation in State Funded Pre-K
program. All of the information we collect about your program today and throughout the study will be
kept confidential. We will not share any information provided to anyone outside the study team. All
information we learn will be reported in totals, averages, and statistics across all programs; individual
answers and names will not be included in any study report. To thank you for participation in the study,
we will send your program a $250 gift card when you have submitted all of the requested information. Do
you have any questions?
Let’s get started talking about your program!
[FOR SCREENER: Fill out as much of this information ahead of time from the state data. Verify the
information we have and collect the information we don’t have]
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1) GENERAL CONTACT INFORMATION
First up I’d like to gather some basic contact information about your program.
a) Program Name :
b) STATE SPECIFIC QUESTION:
c) Please clearly spell your name:
d) What is your title? (e.g. owner or director) (circle one or fill in if another title:
e) Physical Address:
f) Mailing Address, if different:
g) Email:
h) Business Phone:
i) Cell Phone:
j) Preferred contact method
Phone
Email
Other:

k) Good days and time for us to call, if needed:
Are there other individuals that you think we may need to contact down the road to collect, confirm, or
clarify information, such as the owner or director (if that’s not you) or an office manager, book keeper,
accountant, district official (for school-based programs), or site manager (for centers part of national
chain)?
a. Name
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Title
Phone
Email
Preferred contact method (circle one): phone / email / other
Good days and times for us to call, if needed
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l) Name
i) Title
ii) Phone
iii) Email
iv) Preferred contact method
v) Good days and times for us to call, if needed
NOTES:
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2) BASIC PROGRAM INFORMATION
Now I’m going to ask you questions about the general structure of your program.
a) Are you operated by a school or school district? [Select one response.]
Yes
No

GO TO (2f)
CONTINUE TO (2b)

b) Is your program a non-profit or for-profit program? [Select one response.]
Non-profit
For profit
c) Is your program independent or is it sponsored by another organization, such as a church or
community agency? By a sponsor, we mean an organization that provides governance
and/or financial support for your program. [Select one response.]
Sponsored
Independent
d)

CONTINUE TO (2d)
GO TO (2e)

What kind of organization sponsors your program? [Select one response]
Church or religious group
Parochial private school
Non-parochial private school
College or university
Private company or individual
Social service organization or agency (specify)
Non-government community organization (e.g.,YMCA) (specify)
State or local government (specify)
Some other type of sponsoring agency (specify)

e) Is your program part of a local multi-site organization or chain, a national multi-site organization
or chain, or is it independently owned and operated? [Select one response.]
Local multi-site organization or chain
National multi-site organization or chain
Not a multi-site organization
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f)
Do you have a contract/grant through Head Start or Migrant Head Start, or do you have a
contract through a Head Start or Migrant Head Start grantee? [Select one response]
Yes
No
g)

In what type of building or facility is your program located? [Select one response]
A public elementary school
A public middle or high school
A different public school building
A private school
A college or university
A community center
A church, synagogue, or other place of worship
A public library
Your own building
More than one place
Some other place (specify

)

h) For this study, we will need information from your most recently completed fiscal year. A fiscal
year is a 12-month accounting period. Your fiscal year may be the same as the calendar year or
it may correspond to the state fiscal year. What was your last completed fiscal year.
i) Start month / year:
ii) End month / year:
i) Were there any major changes to your program structure between the most recently completed
fiscal year and the present fiscal year, such as opening a new classroom or adding an age
level?
Yes
No
i) If yes, please describe:
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The following questions are about your program as it operated in the most recently completed fiscal year,
i.e., ________________[restate the relevant year].

j) In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the range of the ages of the children
served in your program overall? [Enter ages in years]
Youngest age (in years)
Oldest age (in years)

k) [If the program has school-age students, i.e., K or higher:] In the most recently completed
fiscal year, what was the range of the grades covered by your program overall? [Enter grade
range in levels, i.e., K to 5 or 1 to 8]
Youngest grade
Oldest grade

l) In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the total enrollment of children in your
program overall? [Enter total enrollment]
Total enrollment

m) In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the total number of classrooms in your
program overall? [Enter total number of classrooms]
Total number of classrooms
n) In the most recently completed fiscal year, were you part of State QRIS?
Yes
No

CONTINUE TO (2o)
GO TO (SECTION 3)

o) In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was your STATE QRISrating?
)

the

n
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3) EARLY CHILDHOOD CLASSROOMS AND STUDENT INFORMATION
Now we have some questions about the children you served in the early childhood component of your
program in the most recently completed fiscal year. By early childhood, we mean the children who have
not yet entered kindergarten. [Note: If the program does not have K or higher grades, the answers to (3a)
and (3b) should match the answers to (2j) and (2m), information just collected about the entire program.]
a) In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the range of the ages of the children
served in your early childhood program? [Enter ages in years]:
Youngest age (in years)
Oldest age (in years)
b) In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the total number of early childhood classrooms
that you had?
Total number of early childhood classrooms
c) In the most recently completed fiscal year, how many of the early childhood classrooms were
funded by the STATE PRE-K PROGRAM? A state funded pre-K classroom is defined as a
classroom where at least 1 child in the classroom is funded by/enrolled in the STATE PRE-K
PROGRAM
Total number of state funded pre-K classrooms
d) We’ll focus on the STATE PRE-K PROGRAM classrooms in the most recently completed fiscal
year. We can refer to the state pre-K classes by room number, age group (like “the 4K room”),
or by its special name (like the “Minnows” or “Purple Room”) – whatever makes sense for your
program. For each STATE PRE- K PROGRAM classroom, I need the room name and the age
range of the children in the class.
State-Funded Pre-K Room Name

Age Range of Children (in years)

Room 1

Youngest age (in years)
Oldest age (in years)

Room 2

Youngest age (in years)
Oldest age (in years)

Room 3

Youngest age (in years)
Oldest age (in years)

Room 4

Youngest age (in years)
Oldest age (in years)

Room 5

Youngest age (in years)
Oldest age (in years)

Room 6

Youngest age (in years)
Oldest age (in years)

Room 7

Youngest age (in years)
Oldest age (in years)

Room 8

Youngest age (in years)
Oldest age (in years)

TOTAL # of STATE PRE-K PROGRAM rooms:
Once finished with the table, verify the total number of STATE PRE-K PROGRAM rooms.
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NOTES:
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4) PREPARING FOR DATA COLLECTION
Thank you. Those are all the questions that I have for you today. The next step in the study is for you to
collect documents and information about your program and expenditures for the most recently
completed fiscal year. I will send you a list of the information that we need so that you have everything
ready and in one place. The type of information that we will need—all specific to the most recently
completed fiscal year—includes the number of children served in each State Funded Pre-K program
classroom, hours of operation, and staffing levels; levels of staff training and professional development;
sources of revenue; costs associated with salaries, overhead, facilities, transportation, food, and
materials; and information about your physical space.
After this call, I will send you an email with the list of information we will collect.
Next, you have three options as to how to submit the information about your program. The options are:
1) A phone interview with one of our researchers. They will walk you through the information that’s
needed and answer any questions as you go along. Typically such interviews take about 60 to 90
minutes. We can continue this phone call now, or schedule another time to talk.
The other options involve you filling out the information yourself. For these options, we will provide
forms with detailed instructions. You can choose from:
2) A fillable Adobe form that will be emailed to you which is returned electronically.
3) Paper forms that will be mailed to you or emailed to you to print out, that must be returned to us.
With any of the options that you choose, one of our researchers may need to get back in touch with you
to clarify anything that they do not understand.
a) How would you like to submit your information?
Phone
Paper
Adobe
If by phone(1): We’d like to plan for a week for you to collect your information and then have the
interview. Can we schedule a time now? Or, if we should conduct this interview with a different member
of your staff, what is the best wat to schedule with them. If you can let me know good days and times
when you could set aside 90 minutes for a call, I or another RAND team member will call or email you to
schedule it.
If Adobe (2): We will get that out to you by tomorrow.
If paper (3) : Would you prefer the survey to be emailed to you or sent through the regular mail? (circle
one):
Email
Mail
We will get that out to you by tomorrow.
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[If provider choses 2 or 3] As you work to fill out the form, please feel free to contact me with any
questions you have. Our form is a guide for how to submit the requested the information. However, if
your records are organized differently than our guide and there is an easier way to submit the
information, our team is happy to make adjustments or accept information in different ways.

NOTES:

Closing
Thanks again for taking part in this important study of child care costs in STATE. If you have questions
about the study or information that you need to collect, please feel free to reach out to me at (name /
org / phone / email).
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reset

The RAND Quality Pre-K Cost Study
Cost Survey for Providers in
STATE or STATE Pre-K Program Name
Completion Date:

Month

Day

Year

Dear Provider,
Thank you again for agreeing to take part in the RAND Quality PreK Cost Study. As a
reminder, all information that you provide will be kept confidential. To show our
appreciation for participating, your school/site will receive a $250 gift card after your
cost information has been submitted to us.
Please save this file to your computer each time you work on it. When you have finished,

please save again and email the completed form to XXXX, at XXXXX@RAND.org
This cost collection form has been customized for your school or site.
For open-ended questions, click on and type your answers in the blue boxes. For
questions with choices, click the circles or squares to indicate your selection. You can
use the tab key to move between choices. Dollar figures can be rounded to the
nearest whole dollar.
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Please answer all questions to the best of your ability. Based on some of your
answers, you may be asked to skip certain questions, or some questions may be
marked "n/a" (not applicable).
If you have an annual report, you may be able to pull all the information you need from
it and we can help with that process. There will be a place at the end where you can
note any questions, anomalies, or information specific to your situation.
We are here to answer any questions you may have as you go along. Please do not
hesitate to reach out to XXXX, at XXXXX@RAND.org
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INSTRUCTIONS
This questionnaire consists of four sections:
A.
B.
C.
D.

General school/site Information
Staffing Levels and Benefits
Revenue Sources for the Most Recently Completed Fiscal Year
Annual Expenditures for the Most Recently Completed Fiscal Year

For some questions, you will be asked to verify information that we have for you already, and for others, you will be asked
to provide new information. Based on some of your answers, you may be directed to skip certain questions. If the format
doesn’t quite match your school/site (for example, if we refer to “Lead Teachers” and your school/site has “Head
Teachers”), please fill in the information as best as you can.
We suggest that you review the questionnaire before you fill out. There are some sections in which the questionnaire
provided a suggested format for submitting the desired information. However, if your records organize the desired
information differently than our questionnaire, we can be flexible in how you submit the information. If you have any
questions or would like to discuss how best to submit the desired information please contact XXXX (XXXX@rand.org;
###-###-####).
Remember that all questions pertain to your school's/site's most recently completed fiscal year.
Topics and Respondents: This questionnaire will cover the topics listed in the table below. We also indicate potential
documentation that may be useful to have on hand.
As indicated in the table, the principal or site director may be the most knowledgeable person to respond to the first three
topics. For the remaining topics, the best respondent will be the school or site staff member most familiar with revenue
sources and expenditures for the most recently completed fiscal year.
Topic

Potential Documentation

Likely Most Knowledgeable
Respondent

School/site structure (operating hours, days,
and weeks per year; ages of children served;
number of classrooms)

School/Site records

Principal, Site Director, or Owner

Child enrollment by age and part- or full-time
status

School/Site records

Principal, Site Director, or Owner

Staffing structure

School/Site records

Principal, Site Director, or Owner

Sources of income/revenue

Annual audit, annual financial
report, tax return

Chief financial officer, Bookkeeper,
Site Director, or Owner

Expenditures for the most recently completed
fiscal year: staff wages and benefits, facilities,
education materials, food service,
transportation, other materials, supplies, and
services

Annual audit, annual financial
report, tax return

Chief financial officer, Bookkeeper,
Site Director, or Owner

Donated labor, space, and other materials

School/Site records

Chief financial officer, Bookkeeper,
Site Director, or Owner
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PROVIDER COST QUESTIONNAIRE
A. GENERAL SCHOOL/SITE INFORMATION
In this first section, we ask questions about the general structure and features of your school or site.
A1. Please verify the information that we have about the following features of your school/site:
Feature

Information on Record

Provide corrections
below, if necessary

Correct?

Run by a school or school district

Yes

No

Non-profit or for-profit

Yes

No

Sponsored or independent

Yes

No

Type of sponsor organization

Yes

No

Multi-site organization type

Yes

No

Head Start or Migrant Head Start?

Yes

No

Location

Yes

No

Most recently completed fiscal
year (month/year to month/year)

Yes

No

School/site changes since the most
recently completed fiscal year

Yes

No

QRIS Rating

Yes

No

Age range of children in the entire
school/site

Yes

No

Grade range of children in the
entire school/site

Yes

No

Enrollment of children in the entire
school/site

Yes

No

Classrooms in the entire site/school

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

For the most recently completed fiscal year

Age range of all children in the early
childhood classrooms
[Early childhood is defined as all
children who have not yet entered
kindergarten ]
Total early childhood classrooms
Total state-funded pre-K classrooms
[Those with at least one child
funded by state-funded pre-K
program ]
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A2. Please verify the information we have for each state-funded pre-K classroom for the most recently
completed fiscal year:
Room Number

Name/Reference

Room 1
Room 2
Room 3
Room 4
Room 5
Room 6
Room 7
Room 8
Room 9
Room 10
Room 11
Room 12

Age Range
(in years)

-

Provide corrections
below, if necessary

A3. Is your school/site accredited by ….? [Select only those that apply.]
Not accredited
Association of Christian Schools International (ACSI)
CARF International (CARF)
Council on Accreditation (COA)
National Accreditation Commission for Early Care and Education Programs
(NAC)
National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC)
National Early Childhood Program Accreditation (NECPA)
Accredited Professional Preschool Learning Environment

American Montessori Society [AMS],
Association for Montessori Internationale [AMI]
Other (specify:)
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The following questions refer to the school or program year that corresponds to your most recently completed fiscal
year.
A4. During the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the maximum number of children enrolled in
your early childhood classrooms [Early childhood is defined as the portion of your school/site serving children who
had not yet entered kindergarten; Enter a number.]____________
A5. During the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the maximum number of children enrolled in
the State-Funded pre-K program? [Enter a number]____________
A6. Using the grid below, please describe the number of days per week, starting and ending times, and
number of weeks per year your school/site was open during the most recently completed fiscal year.
[Please use the first columns to enter information for the classrooms with State-Funded Pre-K enrollment at your school/
site. If all the classrooms with State-Funded Pre-K enrollment use the same schedule, fill out only the “Full-Day Program”
column or "Partial-Day Program" column, as relevant. If you have some classrooms with State-Funded Pre-K enrollment
that employ a full-day schedule and some that employ a partial-day schedule, please use the first “Full-Day Program”
column to record information for the full- day classrooms and the second “Partial-Day Program” column to record
information for the partial-day classrooms. If you run multiple partial-day sessions (e.g., a morning and afternoon session),
enter information for only one session. If other early childhood classrooms at your site/school run on a different schedule
than the classrooms with State-Funded Pre-K enrollment, use the third “Other Early Childhood Classrooms” to record
information about this schedule. Use the first row to indicate which columns apply to your school/site. Use the space in
row (h) to capture any details or aberrations in your school/site schedule not captured in rows a-g]

b.

Which columns apply to your school/site
Number of weekdays you are open (MondayFriday) [Enter a number between 1 and 5]
Typical weekday starting time:

c.

[Enter a time and select am or pm. For
schools/sites with two part-day sessions (e.g.
morning and afternoon), enter the opening time
for first session of the day]
Typical weekday ending time:

a.

d.
e.

[Enter a time and select am or pm. For
schools/sites with two part-day sessions (e.g.
morning and afternoon), enter the ending time
for the first session of the day]
Number of weekend days you are open
(Saturday and Sunday)
[Enter a number between 0 and 2]
If applicable, typical weekend starting time
[Enter a time and select am or pm]

State Funded Pre-K Program
Full-Day
Partial-Day
Program
Program

No

Yes

pm

pm

:
am

f.

If applicable, typical weekend ending time
[Enter a time and select am or pm]

g.

pm

am

pm

am

:
pm

am

pm

am

:
pm

pm

am

:

:
pm

pm

am

:

:
am

:

:

:
am

am

No

Yes

:

:
am

No

Yes

Other Early
Childhood
Classrooms

pm

am

pm

How many weeks per year is the school/site
closed [Enter a number between 0 and 52]
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h.

Other schedule details not captured above

Specify:

Specify:

Specify:

A7. Are the regular hours just described the same throughout the year, i.e., for the academic
year and the summer months? [Select one response.]
Yes
No; describe changes: ________________________________________________________
A8. Are there portions of the day during which not all children are typically in attendance, such as early
drop-off and late pick-up, when your school/site would be staffed at lower levels? [Select
one response.]
Yes 

CONTINUE TO A9

No 

GO TO A10

A9. Do any state-funded pre-K children attend at early drop-off or late pick-up? If so, what
percentage of state-funded pre-K children attend at each time? [Select one response in each
row and column.]

Early Drop-off
Late Pick-up

Yes ______ % of State-Funded Pre-K children who attend
No
Yes ______ % of State-Funded Pre-K children who attend
No
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We would like to collect some information about each state-funded pre-K classroom in your school/site. Please describe the school/site as it operated in
the most recently completed fiscal year. [State-funded pre-K classroom is any classroom where at least one child is enrolled in the State Pre-K Program.]

Do not enter responses into columns labeled "n/a".

A10. During the most recently completed fiscal year, did this classroom
operate with more than one session, e.g., a morning session and an
afternoon session with different children in each session? [Select one
response per room.]
A11. On average for the most recently completed fiscal year, how many children in
each age group were enrolled in this classroom? [Enter number; include all
children—both those in the state-funded pre-K program and not in the statefunded pre-K program]

a. 3-year-olds (children who are two

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

a.

a.

a.

a.

b.

b.

b.

b.

school years from entering
kindergarten)

b. 4-year-olds (children who are one
school year from entering
kindergarten)

A12. On average for the most recently completed fiscal year, how many children
in this classroom were enrolled in the state-funded pre-K program? [Enter number]
A13. On average for the most recently completed fiscal year, how many children in
this classroom were not enrolled in the state-funded pre-K program? [Enter
number]
A14. On average for the most recently completed fiscal year how many children in this
classroom had an IFSP or IEP for special needs, such as a physical disability,
including hearing or sight problems, mental disabilities, or emotional disabilities.
[Enter a number; include all children—both those in the state-funded pre-K program and not
in the state-funded pre-K program]
A15. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what is the desired total enrollment
in this classroom? [Enter a number; include all children—both those in the state-funded
pre-K program and not in the state-funded pre-K program]
A16. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the number of lead or
co- lead teachers in this classroom? [Enter number]
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A17. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the number of
assistant teachers in this classroom? [Enter number]
A18. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the number of aides in
this classroom? [Enter number]
A19. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the number of
unpaid interns in this classroom? [Enter number]
A20. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the total monthly hours
for regular volunteers in the classroom, both parent and nonparent volunteers
(e.g., unpaid interns), who work regularly at least 4 hours per month? [Enter
number]
A21. For the most recently completed fiscal year, was a floater assigned to this
classroom to cover staff who had to leave the or to increase the number of staff
in the room during specific times (e.g., meals)? [Select one response per room.]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

A22. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the highest education
level of the staff (e.g., teachers, assistants, aides) in this classroom? [Enter
code; see codes below]
CODES FOR A22. CLASSROOM STAFF EDUCATION LEVEL
High School diploma or less .......................................................................... 1

Two-year college or university associate degree ........................................... 5

CDA (Child Development Associate) ............................................................. 2

Four-year college or university bachelor’s degree ......................................... 6

CCP (Certified Child Care Professional) ........................................................ 3

Master’s degree or higher .............................................................................. 7

CoM (Certificate of Mastery) .......................................................................... 4
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We would like to collect some information about each state-funded pre-K classroom in your school/site. Please describe the school/site as it operated in
the most recently completed fiscal year. [State-funded pre-K classroom is any classroom where at least one child is enrolled in the State Pre-K Program.]

Do not enter responses into columns labeled "n/a"

A10. During the most recently completed fiscal year, did this classroom
operate with more than one session, e.g., a morning session and an
afternoon session with different children in each session? [Select one
response per room.]
A11. On average for the most recently completed fiscal year, how many children in
each age group were enrolled in this classroom? [Enter number; include all
children—both those in the state-funded pre-K program and not in the statefunded pre-K program]

a. 3-year-olds (children who are two

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

a.

a.

a.

a.

b.

b.

b.

b.

school years from entering
kindergarten)

b. 4-year-olds (children who are one
school year from entering
kindergarten)

A12. On average for the most recently completed fiscal year, how many children
in this classroom were enrolled in the state-funded pre-K program? [Enter number]
A13. On average for the most recently completed fiscal year, how many children in
this classroom were not enrolled in the state-funded pre-K program? [Enter
number]
A14. On average for the most recently completed fiscal year how many children in this
classroom had an IFSP or IEP for special needs, such as a physical disability,
including hearing or sight problems, mental disabilities, or emotional disabilities.
[Enter a number; include all children—both those in the state-funded pre-K program and not
in the state-funded pre-K program]
A15. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what is the desired total enrollment
in this classroom? [Enter a number; include all children—both those in the state-funded
pre-K program and not in the state-funded pre-K program]
A16. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the number of lead or
co- lead teachers in this classroom? [Enter number]
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A17. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the number of
assistant teachers in this classroom? [Enter number]
A18. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the number of aides in
this classroom? [Enter number]
A19. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the number of
unpaid interns in this classroom? [Enter number]
A20. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the total monthly hours
for regular volunteers in the classroom, both parent and nonparent volunteers
(e.g., unpaid interns), who work regularly at least 4 hours per month? [Enter
number]
A21. For the most recently completed fiscal year, was a floater assigned to this
classroom to cover staff who had to leave the or to increase the number of staff
in the room during specific times (e.g., meals)? [Select one response per room.]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

A22. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the highest education
level of the staff (e.g., teachers, assistants, aides) in this classroom? [Enter
code; see codes below]
CODES FOR A22. CLASSROOM STAFF EDUCATION LEVEL
High School diploma or less .......................................................................... 1

Two-year college or university associate degree ........................................... 5

CDA (Child Development Associate) ............................................................. 2

Four-year college or university bachelor’s degree ......................................... 6

CCP (Certified Child Care Professional) ........................................................ 3

Master’s degree or higher .............................................................................. 7

CoM (Certificate of Mastery) .......................................................................... 4
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We would like to collect some information about each state-funded pre-K classroom in your school/site. Please describe the school/site as it operated in
the most recently completed fiscal year. [State-funded pre-K classroom is any classroom where at least one child is enrolled in the State Pre-K Program.]

Do not enter responses into columns labeled "n/a"

A10. During the most recently completed fiscal year, did this classroom
operate with more than one session, e.g., a morning session and an
afternoon session with different children in each session? [Select one
response per room.]
A11. On average for the most recently completed fiscal year, how many children in
each age group were enrolled in this classroom? [Enter number; include all
children—both those in the state-funded pre-K program and not in the statefunded pre-K program]

a. 3-year-olds (children who are two

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

a.

a.

a.

a.

b.

b.

b.

b.

school years from entering
kindergarten)

b. 4-year-olds (children who are one
school year from entering
kindergarten)

A12. On average for the most recently completed fiscal year, how many children
in this classroom were enrolled in the state-funded pre-K program? [Enter number]
A13. On average for the most recently completed fiscal year, how many children in
this classroom were not enrolled in the state-funded pre-K program? [Enter
number]
A14. On average for the most recently completed fiscal year how many children in this
classroom had an IFSP or IEP for special needs, such as a physical disability,
including hearing or sight problems, mental disabilities, or emotional disabilities.
[Enter a number; include all children—both those in the state-funded pre-K program and not
in the state-funded pre-K program]
A15. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what is the desired total enrollment
in this classroom? [Enter a number; include all children—both those in the state-funded
pre-K program and not in the state-funded pre-K program]
A16. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the number of lead or
co- lead teachers in this classroom? [Enter number]
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A17. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the number of
assistant teachers in this classroom? [Enter number]
A18. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the number of aides in
this classroom? [Enter number]
A19. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the number of
unpaid interns in this classroom? [Enter number]
A20. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the total monthly hours
for regular volunteers in the classroom, both parent and nonparent volunteers
(e.g., unpaid interns), who work regularly at least 4 hours per month? [Enter
number]
A21. For the most recently completed fiscal year, was a floater assigned to this
classroom to cover staff who had to leave the or to increase the number of staff
in the room during specific times (e.g., meals)? [Select one response per room.]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

A22. For the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the highest education
level of the staff (e.g., teachers, assistants, aides) in this classroom? [Enter
code; see codes below]
CODES FOR A22. CLASSROOM STAFF EDUCATION LEVEL
High School diploma or less .......................................................................... 1

Two-year college or university associate degree ........................................... 5

CDA (Child Development Associate) ............................................................. 2

Four-year college or university bachelor’s degree ......................................... 6

CCP (Certified Child Care Professional) ........................................................ 3

Master’s degree or higher .............................................................................. 7

CoM (Certificate of Mastery) .......................................................................... 4
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A23. For the most recently completed fiscal year, how many families were waiting to enroll their children in the
STATE-FUNDED PRE-K program, but who you could not admit at that time? That is, did you have a
waiting list of children in the STATE-FUNDED PRE-K program?
[Enter a number; enter 0 if you did not have a waitlist.]

A24. For the most recently completed fiscal year, did children in your State-Funded Pre-K classrooms have access to
these services? [Select all that apply.]
Sick care (i.e., separate care of children with a fever or other acute illness)
Bilingual program
Other (specify:

)

A25. For the most recently completed fiscal year, please indicate whether children in your State-Funded Pre-K
classrooms had access to each of the services listed below in the most recently completed fiscal year.
Not all programs would be expected to provide all of these services. [Select all that apply.]
Measurement of height and weight annually
Vision screening
Hearing screening
Dental screening
Speech screening
Speech services
Developmental assessments
Meals for children provided by the school/site
Counseling services for children and parents (other than routine parent conferences).
Referral for parents to social services such as obtaining SNAP (food stamps) benefits,
financial aid, housing, or medical care
Transportation services from home to the school/site
Transportation services from the school/site to home
Other (specify:

)

Please add any notes, comments, or questions pertaining to Section A.
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B. STAFFING LEVELS AND BENEFITS
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In this next section, we ask questions about your staffing and benefits specific to the State-Funded Pre-K classrooms
in your school/site. [State-funded pre-K classroom is any classroom where at least one child is enrolled in the State
Pre-K Program].
B1. For each staff position listed below, please indicate if you employed staff in this capacity in the most
recently completed fiscal year specifically to support the classrooms at your school/ site with StateFunded Pre-K enrollment. These may be other staff in the State-Funded Pre-K classrooms beyond the
teachers, assistant teachers, aides, and others you listed earlier in Section A, such as specialist
teachers. These staff may also be administrative staff or program support staff such as an early
childhood director or assistant director who supports the State-Funded Pre-K classrooms , either
exclusively or in combination with younger or older children in other classrooms in your school/site. Do
not include staff who do not provide any support for the classrooms with State-Funded Pre-K
enrollment at your school/site.
If you do employ staff in a position to support the State-Funded Pre-K classrooms at your school/site,
please indicate which of the following apply:
•

The staff position supports only State-Funded Pre-K classrooms

•

The staff position supports State-Funded Pre-K classrooms and any other pre-K classrooms

•

The staff position supports State-Funded Pre-K classrooms and all other early childhood
classrooms (i.e., 0 to kindergarten entry)

•

The staff position supports State-Funded Pre-K classrooms and all other classrooms in the school/
site (i.e., early childhood classrooms and school-age classrooms from kindergarten and above)

[Select one response per row.]

Do you have staff in this role at your site/school that support
the State-Funded Pre-K classrooms?
No, no staff in
this role
support the Yes, only for
State- Funded State- Funded Yes, for all
Pre-K
pre-K
Pre-K
classrooms classrooms
classrooms

Staff Position

a.

Director

b.

Assistant Director

c.

Administrative Assistant/Office Staff

d.

Specialized teachers (e.g., music,
swimming)

e.

Nurse

f.

Cook

g.

Driver

h.

Custodian

i.

Other 1 (job title:

)

j.

Other 2 (job title:

)

Yes, for all
early
childhood
classrooms
(0 to K entry)

Yes, for all
ages in the
school/site
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B2. In the most recently completed fiscal year, which of the following benefits did you provide for your
teachers and administrators who support the classrooms with State-Funded Pre-K enrollment at your school/
site ? [Select all that apply.]
Full-time
Teachers
a.
b.

Part-time
Teachers

Asst.
Teachers

Administrators

Fees for completing minimum required 20
hours of professional development required
by licensing or the State-Funded Pre-K
Fees for professional development beyond
licensing/ State-Funded Pre-K requirements

c.

Paid time to attend other professional development

d.

Paid time to attend staff meetings

e.

Reduced tuition or fees for their own children

f.

Compensation for overtime

g.

At least partially paid retirement plan

h.

Fully paid health insurance for the employee

i.

Partially paid health insurance for the employee

j.

Full or partially paid health insurance for dependents

k.

At least partially paid dental insurance for the
employee

l.

Paid sick leave or personal leave

m. Paid vacations

B3. What was the minimum number of hours per week an employee must have work to be eligible for benefits in
the most recently completed fiscal year?
[Select one response.]
Number of hours per week : ___

or

No distinction for benefits
B4. Did teachers and/or assistant teachers/aides in your school/site work under a collective bargaining
agreement negotiated by a union in the most recently completed fiscal year? [Select one response.]
Yes
No
Please add any notes, comments, or questions pertaining to Section B.
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C. REVENUE SOURCES FOR MOST RECENT COMPLETED FISCAL YEAR
In this section, we ask about the sources of revenue for the most recently completed fiscal year for the early childhood
classrooms at this school/site [Early childhood is defined as all children who have not yet entered kindergarten].
We do not need to know specific amounts, only the sources from which your school/site obtains revenue for the early
childhood classrooms.
C1. For the most recently completed fiscal year, please select any of the revenue from each of the following
public or private sources that you receive for your early childhood classrooms at this school/site. [Select one
response per row.]
Public Sources
a.

Yes

No

Yes

No

STATE-FUNDED PRE-K

b.

School/site service fees paid by state Child Care Subsidies (i.e., OK Department
of Human Services, OKDHS)

c.

School/site service fees paid by tribal Child Care Subsidies (i.e., tribal
authorities subsidies)

d.

USDA CACFP (Child and Adult Care Food Program) funds

e.

Individual with Disabilities Act (IDEA) Part C (early intervention) or Part B
(preschool special education) funds

f.

Public school district Title I funds

g.

Funds from school district / Local Education Agency(LEA) other than those
shown in (a) to (f) (specify:
)

h.

Municipal, state, or federal gov’t contributions other than those shown in (a) to
(g) (specify:
)

Private Sources
i.

Tuition or fees paid by parents

j.

Monetary contributions from sponsoring agency

k.

Subsidies/contributions from local community groups (e.g., Kiwanis, etc.)

l.

Monetary contributions from parents' employers

m.

Special events and fund-raising efforts

n.

Private donations

o.

Investment income

p.

Other private revenue source (specify:

)

Please add any notes, comments, or questions pertaining to Section C.
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D. ANNUAL EXPENDITURES FOR MOST RECENTLY COMPLETED FISCAL YEAR
In this section, we would like to find out how much you spent on each major category of expenses in order to calculate
your total costs. This information would be on an annual fiscal year report summarizing costs such as an audited or
unaudited financial statement showing expenditures by category. If you have records of your most recently completed
fiscal year's expenditures, we may be able to get some or all of this information from these reports. Please contact
Stephanie Walsh, RAND Survey Director, at swalsh@rand.org or 412-683-2300 x 4195.

EXPENDITURES AT THE CLASSROOM LEVEL
We begin with three types of expenditures that are specific to each State-Funded pre-K classroom. [State-funded preK classroom is any classroom where at least one child is enrolled in the State Pre-K Program]. All other expenditures will
be reported at the school/site level. Use the table on the next page to record the following types
of classroom-specific expenditures:
D1.

Wages and Salaries for Classroom Staff. In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the total
expenditure on wages and salaries (before deductions for taxes or employee benefit contributions) for
classroom staff including lead teachers, assistant teachers, aids, floaters, or other specialized staff
working with children in each State-Funded pre-K classroom?
[You may record amounts by staff category using the rows under D1. If staff are shared across classrooms in your
school/site (e.g., art, music, or physical education teachers), please prorate their wages/salary based on the share
of their time working with children in each State-Funded pre-K classroom.]

D2.

Non-wage Benefits for Classroom Staff: In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the
program’s total expenditure on non-wage employee benefits for the staff in each State-Funded pre-K
classroom who were included in D1?
[Include only the employer’s contribution. This category includes the types of expenses listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

FICA or equivalent (only the employer's matching amount; employee’s share should be in D1)
Unemployment insurance (total federal and state insurance costs)
Worker's Compensation
Disability Insurance (net of any contributions by employees)
Health/Dental/Vision Insurance (net of any contributions by employees)
Life Insurance for Staff (net of any contributions by employees)

You may need to estimate this amount based on the ratio of non-wage benefits to salaries for your school/site as
a whole. You may record amounts by benefit category using the rows under D2.]
D3.

Classroom Materials and Supplies. In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the school's/site's
total expenditures for materials and supplies (e.g., curricula, learning materials, consumable
supplies) that were purchased for use in each of the State-Funded pre-K classrooms (e.g., rooms for
infants, toddlers, or preschoolers)?
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[Record the total expenditures for each classroom or allocate shared expenditures across subgroups of StateFunded pre-K classrooms. Later, under D6, there is a place to record any such expenditures that are not
designated for specific classrooms but that are used more generally across the school/site.]
[Dollar figures should be rounded to the nearest whole dollar.]
Expenditure Category
D1. Wages and salaries for State-Funded pre-K classroom staff
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

D2. Non-wage benefits for State-Funded pre-K classroom staff

D3. Classroom materials and supplies for State-Funded pre-K classrooms
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

15a

Provider ID:
[Record the total expenditures for each classroom or allocate shared expenditures across subgroups of StateFunded pre-K classrooms. Later, under D6, there is a place to record any such expenditures that are not
designated for specific classrooms but that are used more generally across the school/site.]
[Dollar figures should be rounded to the nearest whole dollar.]
Expenditure Category
D1. Wages and salaries for State-Funded pre-K classroom staff
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

D2. Non-wage benefits for State-Funded pre-K classroom staff

D3. Classroom materials and supplies for State-Funded pre-K classrooms
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

15b

Provider ID:
[Record the total expenditures for each classroom or allocate shared expenditures across subgroups of StateFunded pre-K classrooms. Later, under D6, there is a place to record any such expenditures that are not
designated for specific classrooms but that are used more generally across the school/site.]
[Dollar figures should be rounded to the nearest whole dollar.]
Expenditure Category
D1. Wages and salaries for State-Funded pre-K classroom staff
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

D2. Non-wage benefits for State-Funded pre-K classroom staff

D3. Classroom materials and supplies for State-Funded pre-K classrooms
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

15c

Provider ID:

EXPENDITURES AT THE SCHOOL- or SITE- LEVEL
Please report the remaining types of expenditures for the school/site as a whole for the most recent completed fiscal
year. Please exclude any expenditures that you already identified for individual State-Funded pre-K classrooms. Use the
table on the next page to record the following types of school- or site-wide expenditures:
D4. Wages and Salaries for School or Site-Level Staff. In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the
total expenditure on wages and salaries (before deductions for taxes or employee benefit contributions) for the
following staff categories:
a. Leadership and other administrative staff (e.g., director, associate director, curriculum director, administrative
assistants, and any other administrative staff)
b. Food preparation/service staff (e.g., cooks and other kitchen/meal service staff)
c. Transportation services staff (e.g., bus/van drivers)
d. Other school- or site-level staff, please specify staff roles included in this category
D5. Non-wage Benefits for School or Site-Level Staff: In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the
school's/site's total expenditure on non-wage employee benefits for the staff included in D4?
[Refer to D2 for the types of non-wage benefits to include. As with D2, you may need to estimate this amount based
on the ratio of non-wage benefits to salaries for your school/site as a whole.]
D6.

School- or Site-Level Classroom Materials and Supplies: Excluding expenditures already listed in D3 for specific
State-Funded pre-K classrooms, in the most recently completed fiscal year, what were the remaining
school-level or site-level expenditures on classroom materials and supplies?
[Please record expenditures specific to (a) curricula and related materials, (b) other learning materials and
classroom supplies, and (c) any other such expenditures (please specify).]

D7.

Staff Education/Training Costs: In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was the total
expenditure for the year for the education/training or professional development of (a) all
classroom staff and (b) all other school or site staff (e.g., leadership and other administrative
staff)?
[IInclude the following items:
•
•
•
•

D8.

In-service onsite staff professional development
Fees for offsite workshops, non-college courses, or conferences
Fees for offsite college/university courses or degree programs
Travel allowances (for education and training only)]

Staff Tuition/Fee Discounts. If you have staff members whose children are enrolled in the State-Funded
pre-K, please estimate the loss in tuition or fees (i.e., lost revenue), if relevant, from staff discounts
in the most recently completed fiscal year.

D9.

Sub-Contractors: In the most recently completed fiscal year, what was your total expenditure on contract
workers for the year (i.e., people who work for you on a more irregular basis for whom you do not
pay benefits)?
If possible/applicable, please record expenditures for the following types of subcontract costs:
a. Substitute teachers:
b. Business services (e.g., accounting, legal services, clerical support)
c. Other
16
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[Please round to the nearest whole dollar. Enter “0” if there were no expenditures in a given row. If any of these
expenditures applied to only some of the classrooms in your school/site, please note the expenditure item
and which classrooms at your school/site they applied to in the NOTES box at the end of this section. ]

School- or Site-Level
Fiscal Year Amount

Expenditure Category
D4. Wages and salaries for school- or site-level staff
a. Leadership and other administrative staff

$

b. Food preparation/service staff

$

c. Transportation services staff

$

d. Other (specify:

) $

D5. Non-wage benefits for school- or site-level staff
a. Leadership and other administrative staff

$

b. Food preparation/service staff

$

c. Transportation services staff

$

d. Other (specify:

)

$

D6. Classroom materials and supplies
a. Curricula and related materials

$

b. Other learning materials and classroom supplies

$

c. Other (specify:

)

$

D7. Staff education and training costs
a. Classroom staff

$

b. Leadership and other administrative staff

$

D8. Lost tuition or fees from staff discounts for their children
$

a. Total tuition and fees waived
D9. Subcontractors

$

a. Substitute teachers
b. Business services (specify:

)

$

c. Other (specify:

)

$
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D10. Volunteers and Unpaid Labor Outside of the Classroom. If your school/site makes use of regular volunteers outside
of the classroom, both parent and non-parent volunteers—those who work regularly at least 4 hours per month—please
estimate the total monthly hours contributed by these volunteers in the most recently completed fiscal year. [Enter “0” if there
were no volunteer hours.]
Total monthly volunteer time:

(in hours)

For questions D1 to D10, please use the space below to note any questions, anomalies, or information that is specific to
your situation, noting the relevant question number, if applicable.

FACILITIES
The next questions deal with your annual costs for space and the facility the school/site occupies. We are interested in the
parts you pay cash for as well as any in-kind donations related to rent, utilities, maintenance, etc.
D11. Building Cash Costs. In the most recently completed fiscal year, what were your total annual facilities costs,
including the following:
(If the subcategories listed below are available, record them in the space provided as well as the total.)
Rent or mortgage [Note if interest and principal are included] ..............................$
Utilities (gas and electric, water, trash removal) ................................................... $
Repair and maintenance (such as lawn service, janitorial service, etc.) .............. $
Other (e.g., property taxes)................................................................................... $
Total Fiscal Year Occupancy Cash Costs: [sum of the 4 rows above]

$

D12. Occupancy Donations. Do you use donated space or do you receive any kind of financial help on rent
which reduces facility costs (e.g., space and utilities donated)? [Select one response.]
Yes  GO TO D13
No  GO TO D14
D13. Which of the following is true?
a. All of our space is donated. If so, fill out this section (i and ii, or iii):
i. Number square feet donated:
AND
ii. Estimated rent per square foot:

square feet
rent/square foot

OR

week

iii. Estimated value of donated space if you had to pay rent: $
b. Part of our space is donated. If so, fill out this section (i or ii):
i. We receive a rent discount of $

per

per

month
year

week
month
year
week

ii. We receive a discount of

% of off $

per

month
year
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D14. If utilities are donated, please estimate the annual value of donated utilities. [Enter “0” if there was no
donation.]
Total fiscal year value of donated utilities: $
D15. If any services related to occupancy are donated (e.g., janitorial, lawn care, repairs), please estimate the
total annual value. [Enter “0” if there was no donation.]
Total fiscal year value of donated services: $

FOOD SERVICE
This section is about costs for serving meals and snacks to the children. Other food costs including the cost of food for
fundraising events and board meetings should be calculated and included under operating costs in D17 below. Record
only the annual expenses below.

D16. In the most recently completed fiscal year, please give me the cost of food services and donated food
services, excluding personnel costs (i.e., staff salaries and benefits already listed in D4 and D5).
[Cash Costs are costs that you pay directly, even if some of those costs were later reimbursed by a third party (e.g.,
CACFP). If any Food Service costs were donated, please estimate the value donated. Enter $0 if there were no cash
costs and/or no donations.]
Donations
Value of Donated Food Services
Costs

Cash Costs
Amount Paid
Food Service costs

$

$
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OTHER OPERATING COSTS

Finally, we want to collect information on other operating costs such as insurance, equipment, and non-classroom supplies
and materials. For our purposes we will use the following definitions:
• SUPPLIES are consumables that are used up right away (not including classroom supplies that you
provided earlier in D3 and D6).
• MATERIALS are replaced within a year.
• EQUIPMENT is something that is repaired, lasts more than 1 year and costs over $500.00. The best
estimate of equipment costs is the total depreciation costs charged for the equipment in the most recent
completed fiscal year. If the program charges depreciation on equipment, write the amount in
“f. Depreciation on equipment” below.
D17. In the most recently completed fiscal year, what were your operating expenses for the following
kinds of items? [Cash Costs are costs that you pay directly. Do not include expenditures already listed such as
those under D3 at the classroom level or D6 to D9 at the school/site-level. Enter “0” if there were no
expenditures in a given row. If any Other Operating costs were donated, please estimate the value of donations.
Dollar figures should be rounded to the nearest whole dollar.]
Expenses

a.

Insurance
[Include all forms of insurance: for the facility, which
might include liability, fire, theft, flood, earthquake;
vehicle; accident for children, staff or others; child abuse,
etc. Do not include health insurance or any insurance
programs that are part of employee benefits.]

Cash Costs

Donations

Amount Paid

Value of Donated
Operating Expenses

$

$

b.

Office supplies

$

$

c.

Maintenance supplies

$

$

d.

Equipment rental and maintenance

$

$

e

Non-depreciated equipment (e.g., items with short lifetime)

$

$

f.

Depreciation on equipment (e.g., items with longer lifetime:
computer, furnishings)

$

$

g.

Transportation and travel (e.g., business mileage, field trip travel)

$

$

h.

Telephone and/ or Internet connectivity

$

$

i.

Postage (e.g., PO box rental, stamps)

$

$

j.

Marketing, advertising, public relations

$

$

k.

Photocopying, printing, publications

$

$

l.

Licensing and fees

$

$

m.

Dues and subscriptions

$

$

n.

Interest payments and bank service charges

$

$

o.

Miscellaneous (specify):

$

$
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If any of the rows in D17 are “0” because the expense category is included in another row, please explain in the space
below:

D18.

Total Annual Overhead Costs [For non-school/ non-district based sites which are part of a larger
system of sites or are part of larger agency which provides services to the site]

In the most recently completed fiscal year, how much were you charged in overhead costs, as a contribution
for the costs of operating your larger system of centers/sites? [Enter “0” if this is not relevant or no
overhead costs were charged.]

Total fiscal year overhead costs: $

Please use the space below to note any questions, anomalies, or information that is specific to your situation, noting the
relevant question number, if applicable.

Thank you for all your help! The information you have provided will be invaluable to our study.
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Appendix E. System-Level Excel Tool

In this appendix, we provide the system-level cost survey, which we implemented as a
Microsoft Excel tool with embedded calculations. This document shows the generic version of
the instrument as it was used by the research team and is unedited.

87

Publicly Funded Pre-K System-Level Supports Cost Survey (SYSTEM NAME)
A. Introduction to Survey
The RAND Corporation is conducting a study of the cost of quality pre-K in several state- or district-supported systems in the U.S. As part of this study, we are gathering information from 6 systems on the cost of
planning, administering, or delivering support to the state- or district-funded pre-K programs and classrooms.
We aim to collect cost information, to the extent possible, specific to each system-level support component for the most recent completed fiscal year. Our preliminary conversations with you helped guide the
development of this instrument. We are aware that the way expenditures are reported and how [PROGRAM NAME] infrastructure and support efforts are categorized in your system will affect how you complete this
cost survey. As such, we plan to schedule calls to answer questions and provide clarifying guidance on the instrument. RAND will reach out to you to arrange times for these calls.
The 3 subsequent worksheets in this document (B through D) can be used to incrementally capture three types of expenditures that, when aggregated, make up the total cost of operating and administering
[PROGRAM NAME] system-level supports. We provide a separate worksheet for different categories of expenditures. The detailed lines are meant to serve as guidance on what we anticipate the cost category will
capture. Please respond to the questions in this survey using your best cost estimates for the most recently-completed fiscal year (FY). Total costs are automatically captured in worksheet E found at the end of this
file. Each worksheet also includes a box at the end for adding comments or questions.
Should you have any questions while completing this form, contact [NAME, CONTACT INFORMATION].
Color Coding Legend
Data entry
Instructions / examples
Cells with formulas to calculate figures based on your entries

Table A1. General Information
1a. Pre-K Program Name
1b. Name and position of person completing survey
1c. Date and time completed
1d. Fiscal year (FY) referenced for cost information (start month/year to end month/year)
Instructions for Completing Table A2
Table A2 outlines the potential types of system-level supports or infrastructure for which your state may have expenditures. If your expenditure include costs for supports or activities not listed here, please enter these
in the "Other, specify" cells under the most appropriate type of support. Please indicate, using the check boxes, whether you include expenditures for these programs or activities in the totals reported in the
subsequent worksheets (B thru D) for the most recently completed FY. Any comments or caveats you may have about a particular program or activity can be included in the "Notes/comments" column. There is also a
comment box below Table A2 for you to provide any additional clarifying information or caveats.
Table A2. QI
System-Level
program andSupport
activityComponents
information and Specific Supports
Please select one column in each row
Cost included in worksheet B-D tables?

System-Level Support Component / Specific Support
1. Curriculum and Other Pedagogy
Curriculum selection/monitoring, training, and ongoing support
Other, specify:
Other, specify:
2. Student Assessments
Child formative assessment tools selection/monitoring, training, and ongoing support
Other, specify:
Other, specify:
3. Program/Classroom Quality Measurement, Incentives, and Improvement
Quality monitoring (e.g., inspections, audits)
Quality assessment and rating
Quality incentives
Other, specify:
Other, specify:
4. Professional Development for Program Leaders and Classroom Staff
Coaching and technical assistance for programs and classrooms
Financial incentives for the workforce
Other, specify:
Other, specify:
5. Higher Education Systems
Improvements in 2- and 4-year teacher education (degree) programs
Improvements in 2- and 4-year teacher education (certificate) programs
Other, specify:
Other, specify:
6. Summative Evaluation Including Student Assessments (e.g., K readiness)
Child summative assessment tools selection/monitoring, training, and ongoing support
Internal or external implementation or impact evaluations
Other, specify:
Other, specify:
7. Data Systems
Data collection activities
Database management and improvements
Other, specify:
Other, specify:
8. General Administration
Policy and program management: agency leaders
Policy and program management: other agency staff
Other, specify:
Other, specify:
9. Other System-Level Supports
Fiscal monitoring of contractors/ subcontractors
Marketing and outreach to families
Other, specify:
Other, specify:
Comments:

Yes, All Costs Are
Included

Yes, but Some
Known Costs Are
Not Included in
these Totals

Not Applicable for
Most Recently
No, Costs Are Not Completed Fiscal
Included
Year

Notes/Comments

Publicly Funded Pre-K System-Level Supports Cost Survey (SYSTEM NAME)
B. Costs for In-house Direct Personnel
Instructions for Completing Table B3
Using your best cost estimates for the FY specified in line 1d of Table A1, provide expenditure data for all in-house (government) staff positions that spent time directly supporting the [PROGRAM NAME] system-level components listed in Table A2. Any contract personnel should be listed in worksheet C with other direct
costs. Later, in worksheet D, we will ask for expenditures on government personnel who indirectly support the system-level components (e.g., upper management staff or general operations functions such as human resources or finance).
The line items in Table B3 will incrementally calculate a total. For Staff Position/Title, the line entries are designed to serve as a guide as to what direct in-house personnel to include. The position titles can be deleted and replaced with actual in-house staff positions or at whatever level your cost information is captured.
For example, if you have average salaries for a position and an estimate of the number of FTE staff members in that position, you can provide the detail at that level rather than listing each staff position and associated salary and FTE detail.
For FY Salary, enter the annual salary for the individual staff member or the average for that position.
For FY Fringe Benefits, rather than entering the actual value of all fringe benefits for each staff member or position, we are requesting a fringe benefit rate which can be calculated as the ratio of the value of all fringe benefits for staff in the agency divided by the total cash compensation for those same staff for the FY.
The specific fringe benefits included in the fringe benefit rate can be listed in Table B4.
System FTE is a ratio that indicates the full-time equivalent staff in the position spent on [PROGRAM NAME] system-level supports. For example, if a staff member works roughly 20 hours per week and 6 months out of the year and spends half of this time on [PROGRAM NAME] system-level supports, their System FTE
would be 0.13 (0.5 weekly*0.5 annually*0.5 on [PROGRAM NAME] system-level supports). A total is automatically calculated in column E.
The remaining columns in Table B3 provide an allocation of the staff time in any given position (row) across the 9 system-level support components. Provide your best estimate as to how time is distributed for each position. Some positions may fall under one component, while others may support multiple components.
(An equal distribution across all 9 components would be 11.1% in each of the 9 cells.)
The first two rows of Table B4 are examples. Take an executive director who devotes 25% of their time to [PROGRAM NAME] system-level activities, for example. You would enter their total annual cash salary and fringe benefit rate and 0.25 System FTE. Three coaches with the same annual salary working 100% on
[PROGRAM NAME] system-level activities but part-time would together total 1.5 FTEs. So you enter the annual full-time cash salary and the associated fringe-benefit rate for one coach and 1.5 for FTEs. In each example, allocate the share of time for each position associated with the 9 system-level support
components.
The totals calculated in Table B3 are rolled into the cost totals captured in worksheet E found at the end of this file. Clarification or caveats can be provided the comment box below Table B4.
Color Coding Legend
Data entry
Instructions / examples
Cells with formulas to calculate figures based on your entries
Table B3. Costs for In-house Direct Personnel

Staff Position / Title
Example: Executive director
Example: Coaches
3a. Executive director
3b. Director
3c. Administrator
3d. Coordinator
3e. Program manager
3f. Facilitator
3g. Administrative assistant
3h. Support staff
3i. Coach
3j. Trainer
3k. Workshop presenter
3l. Outreach coordinator
3m. Other (specify):
3n. Other (specify):
3o. Other (specify):
3p. Other (specify):
3q. Other (specify):
B3. Total

Amounts in Dollars
FY Fringe
Benefits
(percentage rate;
enter as rate
between 0 and
FY Salary ($)
100)
System FTE (#)
$70,000
45%
0.25
$70,000
45%
1.50

Total Cost ($)
$25,375
$152,250

Percentage Distribution by [PROGRAM NAME] System-Level Support Component in Table A2 (enter as rates between 0 and 100)
3. Program/
Classroom
4. Professional
Quality
Development for
6. Summative
Percentage
1. Curriculum
Measurement, Program Leaders
5. Higher
Evaluation
Distribution Total
and Other
2. Student
Incentives, and
and Classroom
Education
Including Student
8. General
9. Other System(should equal
Pedagogy
Assessments
Improvement
Staff
Systems
Assessments
7. Data Systems Administration
Level Supports
100%)
15%
10%
30%
20%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

$0

Instructions for Completing Table B4
Please use the check boxes in Table B4 to indicate which benefits were offered to in-house personnel and whether these benefits are captured in the fringe benefit rate provided in Table B3.
Table B4. Benefits Offered to In-house Personnel
Benefit offered to
staff
Health insurance
Pension and retirement
Disability
Unemployment insurance
Workers compensation
Paid vacation
Paid sick Leave
Other (specify):
Other (specify):
Other (specify):
Comments:

Included in
benefit total

Publicly Funded Pre-K System-Level Supports Cost Survey (SYSTEM NAME)
C. Costs for Direct Non-Personnel Resources
Instructions for Completing Table C5
Using your best cost estimates for the FY specified in line 1d of Table A1, provide expenditure amounts for all non-personnel direct resources required for the [PROGRAM NAME] system-level components listed in Table A2. By direct resources we mean expenditures that are specific to one or
more of the 8 types of system-level supports. Next, in worksheet D, we will ask for more general expenditures that support all system-level components (often referred to as overhead).
Start by entering expenditure types in the rows of Table C5. The current entries are illustrative and may be modified to fit your types of expenditures and how they are tracked in your financial system. The table shows four broad categories: direct supports for system-level components, materials
and supplies for in-house operation, travel and professional development (PD) for system-level staff, and contracts for specific supports (e.g., training, quality assessment, program evaluation). These broad categories may also be modified.
For each expenditure type, enter the total in column B. To allocate an expenditure item to the 9 system-level components, you can either (1) enter percentage shares in columns E to M across the 9 system-level components, such that the shares sum to 100% (automatically calculated in column
N); some expenditures may apply to just one or a few system-level components; or (2) you may check the box in column D if the expenditure item generally supports all 9 system-level components and a proportional allocation can be made based on the share of direct salaries across the 9 systemlevel components from Table B3. For reference, those shares are displayed in row 11.
Rows 17 and 18 in Table C5 provide illustrative examples. For example, if $100,000 is spent on quality improvement grants, that amount is entered in column B and listed as 100% allocated to support component #3, Program/Classroom Quality Measurement, Incentives, and Improvement. If
$12,000 is spent for travel, but it can not be easily divided across the 8 types of system-level supports, then click the checkbox in column D which will automatically distribute the $12,000 across the 9 support components in proportion to the share of salary costs in each component (from Table
B3).
The totals calculated in Table C5 are rolled into the cost totals captured in worksheet E found at the end of this file. Clarification or caveats can be provided in the comment box below Table C5.
Color Coding Legend
Data entry
Instructions / examples
Cells with formulas to calculate figures based on your entries
Table C5. Costs for Direct Non-Personnel Resources
Percentage Distribution by [PROGRAM NAME] System-Level Support Component in Table A2
(enter as rates between 0 and 100 or automatic allocation based on personnel shares from Table B3)

Total FY
Expenditure
($)

Staff Position / Title
Personnel Shares from Table B3
Example: Quality improvement grants
$100,000
Example: Travel
$12,000
Direct supports for system-level components
5a. Curricular materials
5b. Student assessment tools (e.g., licenses, supplies)
5c. Quality assessment tools (e.g., licenses, supplies)
5d. Quality awards/grants/incentives
5e. Scholarships/incentives for workforce PD
5f. Training stipends
5g. Direct payments to training providers
5h. Direct payments to training sites
5i. Other (specify):
5j. Other (specify):
Materials or supplies for direct operations
5k. Books
5l. Instructional materials
5m. Subscriptions/professional memberships
5n. Other (specify):
5o. Other (specify):
Travel and PD for system-level staff
5p. Travel (i.e., mileage reimbursements)
5q. Professional development (i.e., conferences,
5r. Other (specify):
5s. Other (specify):
Contractors for specific supports (e.g., training, quality assessment, evaluation)
5t. Contract #1, specify______________________
5u. Contract #2, specify______________________
5v. Contract #3, specify______________________
5w. Contract #4, specify______________________
5x. Contract #5, specify______________________
C5. Total
$0

Comments:

Distribute
Expenditures
Using Personnel
Shares from
Table B3
(row 11)

1. Curriculum
and Other
Pedagogy
#VALUE!

3. Program/
Classroom
4. Professional
Quality
Development for
Measurement, Program Leaders
2. Student
Incentives, and and Classroom
Assessments
Improvement
Staff
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
100%
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

6. Summative
Percentage
5. Higher
Evaluation
Distribution Total
Education
Including Student
8. General
9. Other System(should equal
Systems
Assessments
7. Data Systems Administration
Level Supports
100%)
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
100%
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

TRUE

#VALUE!

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
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D. Costs for Indirect Resources (Personnel and Non-Personnel)
Instructions for Completing Table D6
Using your best cost estimates for the FY specified in line 1d of Table A1, provide expenditure amounts for all indirect resources (personnel and non-personnel) required for the [PROGRAM NAME] system-level components listed in Table A2. By indirect resources we mean expenditures that
generally support all of the 8 types of system-level supports (as relevant) such as general administrative functions (e.g., upper-level management); general expenses that support all system-level components (e.g., costs for space rental, utilities, computers, office supplies); and other "back-office"
functions (e.g., human resources, finance). These resources are often referred to as "overhead" and some or all of these resources may be pooled and allocated to your agency using an overhead rate. Because of the generalized nature of these resources, we will allocate them across the 8
system-level support components in proportion to the share of direct salaries across the 8 system-level components from Table B3. For reference, those shares are displayed in row 16 and automatically applied to all indirect resources.
Start by entering expenditure types in the rows of Table D6. The current entries are illustrative and may be modified to fit your types of expenditures and how they are tracked in your financial system. The table shows four broad categories: general administrative personnel, other equipment,
materials, and supplies; space and other occupancy costs; and overhead charges and other miscellaneous supports. These broad categories may also be modified. Note that the dollar amounts in any of the rows of Table D6 should be the specific amount charged to [PROGRAM NAME] for that
expenditure type, not the entire agency expenditures for that expenditure type.
For each expenditure type, enter the total amount in column B specifically allocated to [PROGRAM NAME] . If expenditures for a category are included in an overhead charge, enter 0 and check the box in column D for that row. Again, all [PROGRAM NAME]-related expenditures are allocated
across the 9 system-level components based on the shares in row 16 from Table B3. No further allocation is necessary. (Any expenditure item where the shares should be different across the 9 components can be entered in Table C5 where the shares can be tailored to the expenditure item.)
Rows 17 and 18 in Table D6 provide illustrative examples. For example, if $5,000 was spent on office supplies, enter that amount and the shares are automatically applied in columns E to M. If the human resources function is part of an overhead rate charged to [PROGRAM NAME] , enter 0 for
that expenditure row and check the box in column D. The overhead charges specifically allocated to [PROGRAM NAME] would be captured in rows 39 to 43, where the overhead costs associated with [PROGRAM NAME] are entered. The sheet allows for multiple types of overhead charges
although there may be just one or none.
The totals calculated in Table D6 are rolled into the cost totals captured in worksheet E found at the end of this file. Clarification or caveats can be provided in the comment box below Table D6.
Color Coding Legend
Data entry
Instructions / examples
Cells with formulas to calculate figures based on your entries
Table D6. Costs for Indirect Resources (Personnel and Non-Personnel)
Percentage Distribution by [PROGRAM NAME] System-Level Support Component in Table A2
(enter as rates between 0 and 100 or automatic allocation based on personnel shares from Table B3)

Staff Position / Title
Personnel Shares from Table B3
Example: Office supplies
Example: Human resources
General administrative personnel
5a. Agency directors and other administrative personnel
5b. Human resources personnel
5c. Finance personnel
5i. Other (specify):
5j. Other (specify):
Other equipment, materials, and supplies
5a. Computers and other equipment
5b. Office supplies (e.g., paper, toner)
5m. Communications (e.g., postage, telephone, internet)
5m. Marketing (e.g., printing, websites)
5n. Other (specify):
5o. Other (specify):
Space and other occupancy costs
5p. Lease or rental
5q. Utilities
5r. Repairs and maintenance
5s. Other (specify):
5t. Other (specify):
Overhead charges and other miscellaneous expenditures
5u. Overhead category #1, specify _______________
5v. Overhead category #2, specify _______________
5w.Overhead category #3, specify _______________
5x.Other, specify______________________
5y. Other, specify______________________
d6. Total
Comments:

Total FY
Expenditure
Allocated to
[PROGRAM
NAME]
($)

Expenditure
included in
Overhead
Charges in Lines
39 to 43

$5,000
$0

$0

1. Curriculum
and Other
Pedagogy
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

3. Program/
Classroom
4. Professional
Quality
Development for
Measurement, Program Leaders
2. Student
Incentives, and and Classroom
Assessments
Improvement
Staff
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

6. Summative
Percentage
5. Higher
Evaluation
Distribution Total
Education
Including Student
8. General
9. Other System(should equal
Systems
Assessments
7. Data Systems Administration
Level Supports
100%)
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
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E. Total Costs
The totals calculated in the preceding three worksheets (B thru D) have been summed to the total costs listed in Table E7 below. Total costs are shown, along with
costs disaggregated by the cost categories collected in the three worksheets. Costs are also disaggregated by the 9 system-level support components.

Color Coding Legend
Data entry
Instructions / examples
Cells with formulas to calculate figures based on your entries
Table E7. Total Costs by Category and [PROGRAM NAME] System-level Support Component

FY Expenditures for
System-level
Components ($)
B. In-house personnel
C. Direct costs
D. Indirect costs
E7. Total

1. Curriculum and
Other Pedagogy
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

Percentage Distribution by [PROGRAM NAME] System-Level Support Component in Table A2
(enter as rates between 0 and 100 or automatic allocation based on personnel shares from Table B3)
3. Program/
Classroom
4. Professional
Quality
Development for
6. Summative
Measurement,
Program Leaders
5. Higher
Evaluation
2. Student
Incentives, and
and Classroom
Education
Including Student
Assessments
Improvement
Staff
Systems
Assessments

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0
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